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Operation

State Economy
In Better Shape
Commissioner

Identification
Underway Here
"Operation Identification" is underway
in Murray, according to Murray City
Police Chief Brent Manning.
Electric markers may be checked out by
local residents from the police station, to
be used to mark their social security
lumbers on valuables in their homes or
businesses.
Operation ID is designed to help location
and identification of articles stolen in
burglaries, Manning said.
The operation identification program is
part of the massive "Kentucky Crime
Check" effort which Gov. Julian Carroll
announced last month.
According to Donald A. Dentinger,
associate director of public and community relations for the Office of Crime
Prevention of the Kentucky Department of
Justice, Operation ID'has been effective
elsewhere in reducing the number of
burglaries and larcenies.
Dentinger said that Kentuckians were
plagued with over 80,000 thefts and
burglaries last year and added that "we
believe Operation ID will work in Kentucky, and Gov. Carroll has asked that
300,000 citizens join the program during
the first year."

OPERATION IDENTIFICATION—County judge Robert 0. Miller and Mayor John Scott inspect two of the identification
markers to be used locally in Operation Identification, in which residents can mark valuables for easy identification if
stolen. With the iudge and mayor are Robert Whitten and City Police Chief Brent Manning,
Staff Photo by David

Rumsfelt
Confirmed
By Senate
WASHINGTON (Al') — After only brief
debate, the Senate today confirmed
President Ford's nomination of Donald H.
Rumsfeld as secretary of defense.
The vote was 95 to 2.
Sens. Jesse Helms, R-N.C., and Richard
Stone, D-Fla., voted against the
nomination. Both said they voted in protest
of the "scenario" which brought Rurnsfeid
the nomination.
Helms cast what he called "a protest
vote, not so much against Mr. Rumsfeld
himself, but against the scenario which
brought him to this nomination."
The only senator to speak against the
nomination in the 30 minutes of debate that
preceded the vote, Helms said the substitution of Rumsfeld for Schlesinger "is
as unnecessary as it was harmful to our
national defense posture."
Helms called Schlesinger one of those
rare men in public service, a man who
combines genuine expertise in the area of
policy formulation with the ability to translate those policies into effective action."
He said, without mentioning the
secretary of state's name, that Ford
should have fired Henry A. Kissinger in—
stead of Schlesinger.
"The secretary of state has been a
liability to this nation and there is no
reason to believe that this state will
change,- said Helms, one of the Senate's
most outspoken conservatives and a
backer of Ronald Reagan for the 1976 GOP
presidential nomination.
A spokesman for Stone said after the
vote that the senator cast his vote in a
similar protest against the way in which
Rumsfeld came to be nominated.

Hal

CPS Presentation Dinner Slated
By Murray Secretaries' Chapter
A CPS Presentation Dinner will be held
to honor the first recipients to receive the
CPS rating from Caloway and Graves
County - Faye Wells, secretary to M. C.
Garrott, MSU, and Norma Ivy, secretary
to James P. Hippy, General Tire and
Rubber Company, Mayfield - on Friday,
November 21, at the Holiday Inn, Murray.
A total of 976 secretaries from
throughout the United States received the
CPS rating in 1975. The number of persons
sitting for the 1976 CPS examination was
4,130. Mrs. Wells and Mrs. Ivy were two of
the 976 persons who successfully passed
the two-day examination to obtain the
coveted CPS rating.
The CPS Presentation Dinner, sponsored jointly by the Murray and Mayfield
Chapters of NSA, will include the official
presentation of the certificates from The
Institute for Certifying Secretaries by the
1975-76 Kentucky Division President of
NSA, Mrs. Hazel Finely, from Bowling
Green.
The speaker will be Dr. Alberta Chapman, Acting Chairman of the Department
of 4usiness Education and Office Administration, Murray State University.
Dr. Chapman has been with Murray
State for 15 years. She ,did her undergraduate studies at Campbellsville
College and Kentucky Wesleyan College.
Her graduate studies were done at the
University of Kentucky and she received
her Ed. D. in 1964.
In 1965, she won the -Who's Who
Listing" given by the Outstanding Young

Sunny and Mild
Sunny and mild today, high in the upper
60s and low 70s. Clear and cool tonight, low
in the low to mid 40s. Mostly sunny and
mild Wednesday, high in the low to mid
70s.

Women of America. Dr. Chapman is well- application to sit for the examination in
known throughout the state of Kentucky May is December 1.
for her educational endeavors and interest
Applications can be obtained from
in students during her 15 years with members of the local NSA Chapter or by
Murray State.
writing directly -16 the Institute for CerIn addition to her efforts and con- tifying Secretaries. It is not a requirement
tributions as an educator, she has also that a person be a member of NSA in order
worked as a secretary.
to qualify to sit for the exam, a CPS
Another highlight will be the remarks spokesman said.
made by Miss Isabel Boston, CPS, an
immediate past member of the Institute
for Certifying Secretaries.
• ,
The Institute for Certifying Secretaries
is a department of the National
Secretaries Association (International),
and is one of the many efforti that NSA
had made in order to upgrade the status of
to
secretaries
and
promote
WASHINGTON (AP) — The leader of
professionalism among secretaries.
Murray State University as worked congressional Republicans who oppose a
diligently with the local Chapter in its compromise energy bill says President
efforts to initiate interest n the CPS Ford is understandably thinking of politics
program by offering CPS Review courses. as he weighs the measure, because the firLast year, Murray State was aithorized to st two primaries are in states where high
become an official CPS Examination energy prices could be an issue.
Sen. Paul J. Fannin, R-Ariz., said of
testing center. Mrs. Wells ad Mrs Ivy
attended the review courses offered at Ford: "He doesn't want it to be an issue at
Murray State and sat for the exam at the time of the primaries" in New RampMurray State, also.
The CPS examination is aciministered
each May. The deadline for submitting an

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — State Finance Commissioner William Scent has said
Kentucky is in better financial shape than
many states, with a coal-fired economy
that continues to thrive.
While the economy may not be
-booming," Scent said, officials "were
very pleasantly surprised at the figures
produced for October," because "we had
thought that October(revenues) would fall
off"from those in September.
The figures, announced Monday, indicated a 17.7 per cent rise in General
Fund receipts for the first four months of
the fiscal year over those for the same
period last year.
"I can't attribute it to anything but a
continuing coal boom," Scent said. "There
are a lot of people employed in the coal industry. I would have to assume that coal
has helped the economy a great deal."
Coal severance tax receipts were off 5.7
per cent from record October 1974 levels,
but Scent said that was not cause for
alarm.
"This just reflects a leveling off and
reduction in the selliqg price," he said.
Sales and use tax receipts totaled
$134,132,388 for the four months, up 7.6 per
cent from the last fiscal year. Individual
income tax receipts of $102,500,613 were
up 37.7 per cent and corporation income
tax receipts rose 46.6 per cent to
$41,394,672.
Inheritance and estate tax receipts were
down 12.1 per cent for the period, but road
fund receipts were up 18 per cent and
motor fuels tax receipts up 2.6 per cent.
Scent said motor vehicle usage tax
receipts last month were at an all-time
high.
"People in Kentucky, generally

cemeteries, the graves were left where
they were. In the cases of active
cemeteries, they were moved and reinterred elsewhere. A total of 3,390 graves
and 578 monuments were moved. Disinterments were made from 127 cemeteries.
There were many problems faced
in connection with the health departments
of the states of Kentucky and Tennessee in
moving the bodies. Persons who had died
of certain communicable diseases were
treated so that the infection would not be
retransmitted. This, in turn, required that
the workers find out, either through health
department records or next of kin, what
the persons had died of. In order to remove
the bodies, or leave them, whichever was
most feasible, remain or removal permits
were executed, when at all possible.
The necessity for these precautions is
what causes these records to be so
valuable to genealogists. In most cases,
TVA recorded the name, age, date of birth
and death, and cause of death. They also
recorded where the body was reinterred.
This included many graves which had
never been marked with a gravestone. It
resulted in one of the most complete
cemetery ieeords of the area which had
-beetr done In-recek ttme.-in the book, the cemeteries have been
arranged by county, starting with the
northwestern edge of Kentucky Lake,

speaking, still have the financial
wherewithall to travel," he said. -That's
another good indicator of the state of the
Kentucky economy.
"It would appear to be in better shape
than a lot of other states," he said.

McDonald's
To Locate
In Murray
The McDonald's hamburger chain has
purchased property for a restaurant site in
Murray, according to reports released
today.
The site announced is a tract of land on
North 12th Street, just north of the BoydMajors Real Estate office. The land,
purchased from Bill Barker, of Murray,
has an outlet on 13th Street, as well.
Construction is to begin in February,
with an anticipated May 1 opening of the
business.
Clyde Love will be the owner-manager of
the firm, which will employ 50-60 people, it
was announced. The Boyd-Majors Real
Estate firm handled the transaction
locally.
The property has about 260 feet frontage
on 12th Street, with part of the lot going all
the way to 13th Street.
Some preliminary work has already
begun on site preparation. The restaurant
is planned to be one of the larger McDonald outlets, however no square footage
of the building was released.

GOP Leader Says Ford Thinkin
Politics On Energy Bill Decision
shire and Massachusetts in February and
March.
"It's a political decision and I can understand that," Fannin said in an interview Monday. "A veto could result in
turmoil at just the time of the primaries."
Fannin and Rep. Clarence Brown, ROhio, led a congressional group that met
with Ford on Thursday. Some members of
the group urged Ford to veto the measure
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Marshall County, and going down the west
side. Then the book starts back north at
Lyon County and proceeds down into
Tennessee. In all, 17 counties are touched
by the lake, including, in Kentucky,
Marshall, Livingston, Calloway, Lyon, and
Trigg; and in Tennessee. Stewart, Henry,
Humphries, Decatur, McLean, Perry,
Carroll, Houston, Benton, Henderson,
Hardin, and McNairy.
Livingston, Hendersons, Carroll, and
McNairy Counties had no cemeteries
which were affected, but the others were
literally covered. Each cemetery is as
complete as the records allow, with each
grave identified if possible, whether
marked with a headstone or not, with the
person's name, date of birth and death,
cause of death, and place of reinterment.
It also shows whether or not theft is a
stone on the grave.
The adjoining maps should prove invaluable aids in locating the graves of
persons that are not` marked by stones.
The data contained in the book has never
been published by another author. "I like
to feel that my books are not lust ornaments for library shelves.- Mrs.
Maupin said, "but are field aids. which
rvpie ran take-with them when they go
ancestor hunting.
copies may be obtained h‘ Wing Mrs.
Maupin at 753-5136

on grounds it would increase U.S. reliance
on imported oil.
Ford had been expected to accept the
compromise, which reportedy had the endorsement of Federal Energy Administrator Frank G.Zarb,to replace price controls expiring over the weekend. But Ford
deferred a decision until the compromise
legislation is put in writing. Congress then
quickly passed, and Ford signed, a bill
continuing existing price controls for
another 30 days.
Meanwhile, the bill's impact continued
to be debated. Zarb told a Monday meeting
of the Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association in Boca Raton, Fla., that he
doubts the compromise would result in
lower gasoline prices, a claim made by
some congressional Democrats.

Carter PTA To
Sponsor Chili
Supper Thursday

In-Depth Study Of Cemeteries In
Land Between Lakes Is Published
The Kentucky Lake Cemetery
Relocation Project," a 350-page book by
Judith Ann Maupin, has recently been
published after months on research by the
author.
The $10 journal,-a sequel to her first
book, "Land Between The Lakes
Cemetery Records,'i is an in-depth study
into the massive task of relocating
cemeteries in the LBI, region when
Kentucky Lake was formed.
Kentucky Dam was open to navigation in
September, 1944. Prior to that, much work
and planning had been done in order to
impound the waters of Kentucky Lake.
One of the major problems faced by the
engineers and planners was the removal
and relocation of the cemeteries which
dotted the flatland which would be the
bottom of the lake.
There were also many cemeteries which
were on the hills around the edge of the
lake which would be affected, usually by
the loss of access roads due to flooding of
the bottomland.
A total of 317,650 acres were purchased
by TVA -to form the lake, and on or adjacent to this area were 914 cemeteries
whieb had to be located and indexed.
Maned "Rtbdiertvere trizi&"Tb ltdter
mine which cemeteries would be affected
and how the coming lake would affect
them. In the case of some isolated

2 Sections — 26 Pages

Prof. Neale B. Mason, left, and Prof. Thomas Baker are discussing the musical
score in preparation for the Murray State University Symphony Orchestra fall
concert to be heard on Thursday, Nov. 20 at 8:15 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Featured will be Prof. Baker as piano soloist in a performance of Beethoven's
Piano Concerto No. 3, in c minor, accompanied by the Orchestra. Prof. Mason
will also conduct the Orchestra as it performs Wagner's Overture to "Rienri," the
tone poem "Psyche and Eros," by Franck, and Borodin's brilliant "Polovetsian
Dances" to complete the program. The concert is free to the public as a public
service of the Murray State University Department of Musk.

The Carter School Parent-Teacher
Association will sponsor a chili supper in
the school cafeteria on Thursday,
November 20, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m.
Reservations should be made by calling
Ann Watson at 753-7791 or Jenny Hopkins
at 753-6081. The cost will be $1.50 for adults
and $1.00 for children above five years old.
Mothers are asked to volunteer to bring
desserts for the supper and those who will
bring a dessert are asked to call Mrs.
Watson or Mrs. Hopkins.
Proceeds from the chili supper will go
towards the purchase of playground
equipment.
Following the supper a business meeting
will be held from 6:30 to 7:00 p.m. followed
by the annual open house of the school
from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m. The class rooms:will
not be open until 7:00 p.m.

U. S. Officials Predict International
Economic Summit Again Next Year
WASHINGTON (API — American officials predict there will be a 1976 international economic summit of the sort
that produced a tentative accord between
the United States and France on currency
exchange rates.
Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger
told reporters Monday night that he expects another six-nation economic conference next year like the one that brought
President Ford together with the leaders
of Fieence,kreat Britain,a4Nest Germany,
Italy and Japan at a 16th century ctiateaik
near Paris last weekend.
"If the conditions get critical, they will

6

meet earlier," Kissinger said aboard stabilizing intervention in world mone.
markets by central bankers when rate
Ford's plane returning here from Paris.
The crowning achievement of the three- fluctuations became erratic without "unday summit at Rambouillet was a still- derlying economic reason."
Exchange rates not only affect world
secret agreement aimed at promoting
more stable currency exchange rates. The trade and investment but have an impact
pact was signed Monday by Treasury on everyone. They determine the price inSecretary William E. Simon and French dividuals pay for imported goods and the
amount they receive for items they export
Finance Minister Jean-Pierre Fourcade.
The treasury secretary said the
Simon told reporters aboard Air Force
One that specgics could not be disclosed document he signed with Fourcade was
but. the agreement ,_env.isiona. daily lieine, kept secret only.so ether.caantues
monitoring of currency exchange rates by involved could have a look at it first and
representatives of 20 nations The 20. debate it without feeling the United States
nation committee could recommend and France were trying to dictate to them
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Student Council
At Calloway Hi
Holds Meeting
The Calloway High Student
Council met November 10 in the
school cafeteria.
Reports of persons participating in the Wheelchair
Awareness Day held November
5 were discussed. Two of the
main things the school needed
to improve were the ramp in the
back of the school which is too
steep for wheelchairs and
widening the stalls in the
bathrooms.
The group voted that the
Student Council spend money to
widen a stall in both the boys
and girls bathrooms located in
the gym area.
Carman Parks spoke to the
group about "Treatment of the
Handicapped."
The next project sponsored by
the Student Council is observing
National Education Week by
having displays and entertainment in Central and
Olympic Shopping Centers
November 17, 14, and 20.

Zeta Department
To Meet Thursday
"Home Treasures" will be the
theme of the program at the
:neeting of the Zeta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club to
be held Thursday, November
20, at eight p.m. at the club
house.
Madelyn Lamb and Betty
Hahs will present the program.
Members note the earlier date
and also the change in time.
Miss Vivian Hale, Mrs. James
M. Lassiter, Mrs. H. Ed
Chrisman,
Mrs.
Ace
McReynolds, Miss Louise
Lamb, and Mrs. Herman
Wicker will be hostesses.

Home Department
Plans Breakfast
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a breakfast at the club
house at 9:30 a.m. on Thursday,
November 20.

"Deux-A MIFirst Wife's Photo
Chills Second Wife's
Passion
•

By Abigail Van Buren
0 MS by Chleage

. Mos Spoil. Ibb

DEAR ABBY: I am 39 and Len is 42. We've been
married less than a year. My first husband died, and so did
Len's first wife.
The problem: Len put two pictures in a large double
frame—one of me and one of his first wife. He put these
pictures in our bedroom on the dresser facing our bed, and
be keeps looking at these pictures when we're in bed. (He's
slightly cross-eyed so I can't tell whether he's looking at the
picture of me or the one of his first wife.)
I feel very self-conscious with his first wife staring at me
from the dresser, but I don't know how to tell him. I
wouldn't mind so much if Len kept that picture in another
room. Am I making myself clear?
How do I handle this?
INHIBITED IN INDIANA
DEAR INHIBITED: Level with Len. Tell him it's
difficult to entertain romantic notions with that picture on
the dresser. Len will have to make a choice between a dead
wife on the dresser and a live one in bed.
DEAR ABBY: I'm a divorced woman,23-years-old, with
two small children. I met a 44-year-old man. He's a widower
with a 15-year-old daughter living at home. He wants to
marry me and take care of me and my children.
He has offered me a lovely home, a new car and lots of
new clothes. He says he loves me. I told him I wasn't sure I
loved him because he's my father's age, but he told me that
I would learn to love him.
Abby, can a person "learn" to love somebody?
It is hard to pass up everything he's offering me, but I'm
afraid my mom and dad won't think he's right for me
because he's kind of bald, wears glasses and is not much to
look at.
Also, I'm afraid everyone will notice the difference in our
ages, and they'll think I married him for his money.
Another thing: His daughter acts kind of cool to me. I'm
afraid she might think I am taking her father away from her
but I swear I'm not.
I had such a bad marriage that this offer is tempting.
What should I do?
TEMPTED
DEAR TEMPTED: When in doubt, do nothing. You
have too many fears and doubts about this man to marry
him. Go slowly, dear.
And in answer to your question: No, I don't think a
person can "learn" to love somebody. Perhaps in time, you
could learn to appreciate his generosity, but that's not love.

Dr. David C. Roos,minister of
the First Christian Church, is
the scheduled speaker. Mrs.
William Mollle4 will give the
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been married for
devotion and Mrs. A. M. 46 years. He is a good provider, but in other ways he is
Alexander is leader.
something else.
For example, he nevers wants me to go anywhere without
Members are requested to him. One night, I went to a movie with our daughter, and he
gifts
for
the
bring their
was so mad when I got home that the bedroom door was
Christmas box to the girls' locked and I had to sleep on the floor since we don't have a
home to the breakfast.
full-length sofa.
He does all the grocery shopping. I quit going along
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Ruby Harrell, Max Hurt, J. A. because every item I'd put in the shopping cart he would
Outland, Carl Lockhart, Bryan put back.
I get a Social Security check for $101.94. My husband
Tolley, and Dwight Crisp.
says that $2 a month is enough for me, and he wants the
rest of it.
I am not happy. He has been this way since we've been
married, but I stayed with him because of the children, and.
Paper?
Miss Your
now it's too late to pull out.
I need your help.
Subscribers wits Mee not
_CONFUSED
b...
received
their
delivered copy ef The
DEAR CONFUSED: If your husband has be this way
Manny Ledger & Timm by
for 46 years, I doubt if you can change him. Have a key
5:30 p.m. awe erg•41 to cell
made for your bedroom door in case he locks you out again,
hang on to your Social Security money and try to keep the
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
peace.
and 6 p.m. t.imam delivery
of the newspaper. Wit most
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
be pieced before op...
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
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An Invitation:
a

a

You are cordially invited
to attend a showing of
precious
gems,
rings,
broaches, pendants and
earrings in our store this
Thursday and Friday Nov.
20-21 from 9:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. This is a $250,000
collection of a major New
York manufacturer. His
representative will graciously show you rubies,
sapphires,
opals,
and
diamonds.
Please attend

1
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Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 19, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARM
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Suggestions and situations
could be deceptive and I 4., y
be difficult to make
decisions, so stick with r tine.
Postpone unn
ction.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May" 21 d‘War
Financial moves will best be
made on paper now. Take some
time to make an in-depth accounting — the better to
evaluate your progress in
recent weeks.
GEMINI
.9
.
( May 22 to June 21) 111
Mercury's position promises
a lively day, so GET BUSY!
You are not, normally, one to
fall down on the job, but there's
a tendency to procrastinate
MAL

a
•
a

4016.1— 54.420a4recedway
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Tuesday, November 18
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p. m.

Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
open meeting at the club at 7:30
p. m. with music by the Middle
School Glee Club.

The Paris Road Homemakers
Club met in the home of Mrs.
Thursday, November 211
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of Otley White on Tuesday,
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at November 11, at eleven a.m.
Fibs Community Center at 7:30 with Mrs. Topsy Brandon,
president, presiding.
p. m.
A casserole luncheon was
The Murray Magazine Club served which was prepared by
will meet for a luncheon at the Mrs. White and Mrs. Alice
Holiday Inn, Murray, at noon. Steely.
Note earlier date.
The Bible reading was by
Mrs Lucille Grogan who read
Murray
Business
and from I Thessalonians 5:18. Mrs.
Professional Women's Club will
Amy Wilson gave the thought
have its special birthday ob- for the month with reading from
servance at the Murray
Psalms 100. Mrs. Ina Nesbitt
Woman's Club House at 6:30 p. called the roll.
m.

Murray Bird Club is
Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at the Public
scheduled to meet at the Hazel
Library at 7:30 p. m.
C,ornmunity Center at seven p.
Dinner for widows of Masons m.
will be held at Seven Seas
Murray Sub-District UMYF
Restaurant at 6:30 p. m.,
sponsored by Murray Lodge No. will meet at Bethel United
Methodist Church at seven p. m.
105 F. & A. M.
Potluck luncheon for Senior
Hazel Baptist Church WMU
will have a mission study at the Citizens at Community Center
on North Second Street will be
church at seven p. m.
held at noon.
Murray High School Student
Concert by the Murray State
Council will sponsor a chili
supper for the basketball teams University Symphony Orat 6:30 p. m. in the high school chestra,directed by Prof. Neale
cafeteria. Tickets are 82.00 each Mason, will be at 8:15 p. m. in
with children under five free. Lovett Auditorium.
Speaker is Fred Overton.
Carter PTA will sponsor a
Murray Chamber of Com- chili supper at the school
merce dinner will be at 6:30 p. cafeteria from 5:30 to 6:30 p. m.
m. at the MSU Student Union Plates will be $1.50 for adults
Ballroom with James L. and;LW for children above five
years old. Make reservations by
Johnson as coordinator.
calling 753-7791 or 753-6081.
Opera workshop, directed by Open house will start at seven p.
Prof. Henry Bannon, will be at m.
8;15 p. m. in the Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center, MSU.
Friday,November 21
Dinner for InternationalSymposium on motel-tourism students will be at the Baptist
by Bill E. Freeman will be at ,,Student Union at six p. m.
1:30 p.m. at'the MS1.1 College of
Business and Public Affairs.
Bazaar by Senior Citizens will
Open to all interested persons. be at Calloway Public Library
from 6:30 to nine p. m.
Concert by Calloway High
Stage Band will be presented in
Bazaar by Xi Alpha Delta
Central Shopping parking area
Chapter,
Beta Sigma Phi, will
at seven p.m. as a part of obCommunity Room,
servance of National Education be at
Federal Savings and Loan,
Week.
from six to nine p. m_

The recreational period was
conducted by Mrs. Amy Wilson.
Those present were Mrs. Ina
Nesbitt, Mrs. Amy Wilson, Mrs.
Ola McIntosh, Mrs. Alice
Steely, Mrs. Mary Alice Gee,
Mrs. Margaret Roach, Mrs.
Topsy Brandon, Mrs. Della
Taylor, Miss Reble Steely, Mrs.
Barbara White, Mrs. Lula
White, Mrs. Blaine White, Mrs.
Lucille Grogan, Mrs. Lucille
Hart, and Mrs. Robbie Blalock.
The next meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Mary Alice
Gee on Tuesday, December 2, at
one p.m.

Special Style Show
Presented, FHA Meet
A special program was
presented at the meeting of the
Murray High School Chapter of
the Future Homemakers of
America held on Thursday,
November 6, at Brownfield's in
the Bel Air Shopping Center.
Mrs. Ray Brownfield spoke on
"What's New For Spring '76"
and introduced Mrs. Frank
Gonzales who served as a
narrator for the style show
showing fall styles for school,
dates, dances, and sleepwear.
Models were Becky Gould,
Teresa Cunningham, Mary Ann
Kurtz, Joni Guthrie, Angela
Camp, Carolyn Boyden, Bobbie
Smith, Rita Eldridge, Donna
Shipley, and Krista Maupin.
Mrs. Warren Shropshire
discussed sleepwear and
showed examples for gifts for
Christmas.
Beth Outland, president,
presided and introduced the
chapter mothers who are Mrs.
W. A. Cunningham, Mrs.
Charles Outland, Mrs. Yancey
Watkins, and Mrs. Bobby
Wilson. Donna Heathcott gave
the financial report.
The Impact project was
discussed by Shelia Foster who
urged each member to adopt a
grandparent. Jan Outland,
secretary, called the roll and

read the minutes.
Danna Shipley gave the
devotion on the subject,
"Family Love."
Following the closing ritual
the committee for Daddy Date
Night on November 20 at 6:30 p.
m. at the Murray State Student
Union ballroom met to make
plans.
Door prizes were won by Julie
Peebles, Susan Weber, and
Angela Camp. Sponsors of the
chapter are Mrs. Gene Bailey
and Mrs. G. T. Lilly.

CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
Co-workers may oppose your
tactics on the job, but that
shouldn't discourage you from
Be neighborly to drivers
pushing ahead. Your plans
behind you — when you arbring opportunity to advance
rive at a toll booth have the
your interests so stick with
money ready.
them.
Cs.
LEO
Be nice to your babysitter.
Make sure you leave a num(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4124g
ber where you can be reached
You may have to strive
conveniently by the teleagainst time and the obstinacy
phone.
of others, but avoid anxiety.
Stress the Leoite's persistence
in the face of obstacles.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP kilt
Some new advantages indicated. Investigate attractive
offerings, but do not be guided
Mission Study At
by attractiveness alone. Look
Wednesday, November 19
beneath the surface.
Baptist Women of Elm Grove
Church Wednesday
Senior Citizens of Hazel will
Church will have a potluck
LIBRA
meet
at
the Hazel Community luncheon in honor of Senior
The First Baptist Church will
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 .1L.r1 Center at one p. m.
The American Physical
hold a mission study on Wed- Therapy
Citizens at 11:30 a. m. with Bro
AnJ'lffy" sort of day, much
.Association reveals
nesday, November 19, at 6:45 that serbrit. than 150,000
depending on your initiative and
and Mrs. W. A. Farmer al
p.m. at the church fellowship American&f.undergo physical
good judgment. You have Lynn Grove Senior Citizens special guests.
therapy daily for such condiplenty of planetary backing to will meet at the home of Alma
hall.
tions as arthritis, spinal cord
carry out worthwhile moves Cooper who will teach the lesson
Bro. Ned Walsh, minister of injuries, fractures and neuroExhibits by Lynn Benda,
on Macrame. For information
and plans, however.
youth, will teach the book,"Sick muscular diseases. Devote
Louisville, in painting, by
call 753-8193.
SCORPIO
and Ye Visited Me."
Dennis Weeks, Brocton, Maine,
your time and money to the
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
The weekly fellowship supper therapeutic activities of the
in photography, by Gregory P.
Bowling or Senior Citizens
association.
Influences
continue
will be served at six p.m.
Harper, Radcliff, in drawing,
beneficent. Take advantage by will be at Carvette Lanes at 1:30 and by Bert K. Prokop, Murray,
pressing on toward lofty ob- p.m.
in painting will open at the
jectives. Job and financial
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Fine
Wadesbero Homemakers
interests especially favored.
Aria Center, MSU, and run
Club will meet with Laverne
SAGITTARIUS
through November 30.
-Hardie at 1:30 p. m.
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Tip-top Jupiter influences
Shopping for Hazel Senior
foster more of the grit and
J. N. Williams Chapter of the
Citizens
to Murray will be at
ingenuity that won laurels for United Daughters of the Conyou in the past. This will be a federacy Sill meet at 1:30 p. m. 9:30 a. m. and,..hr Murray
Senior Citizens to Big K and ip
good day for innovations.
at the beme of Dr. Helene
downtown will be at 12:30 p. m.
a
CAPRICORN
Visher..T
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
—No Passes—
Saturday, November 22
Don't be tricked by the bizarre.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bazaar by Senior Citizens will
Overactivity also unwise. A Bridge Club will meet at
continue at Calloway Public
well-regulated day will bring Gleason Hall at seven
p. m.
Library from eight a. m. to four
achievement, stimulate incentive. Avoid obstinacy.
p. m.
Classes on Women and
AQUARIUS
taught
by
Hygiene,
Ann
Ingle,
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Bazaar by Xi Alpha Delta
Thur. Wed. I
Some unusual activities in- R. N., sponsored by NOW, will Chapter, Beta Sigma Phi, will
dicated, but certain tedious be at the United Campus continue at Community Room,
matters will require attention Minstry at 7:30 p. m.
Federal Savings and Loan,
nonetheless. Pep them up with
from nine a. m. to three p. m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
one of those ingenious "twists"
served at Murray Country Club
at which you are so adept.
Bake sale by Independence
at noon with Mrs. C. C. Lowry
PISCES
United Methodist Church
X
C
.
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
as chairman of the hostesses. Women will start at Roses at
Some trends changing. Bridge will be at 9:30 a. m. with
m.
Synchronize your activities to Mrs. Jack Kennedy and Mrs. 9:30 a.
accomodate. Curb a tendency to Matt Sparkman as hostesses.
Alpha Department, Murray
become emotional in a relativeWoman's Club, will have its
Thursday, November 20
ly unimportant situation.
noon luncheon at the club house.
Combined Choruses of
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with keen judgment Calloway High School will
and precise analytical ability'. present a concert in Central
Extremely ambitious, you have Shopping parking area at seven
enough fervor and enthusiasm p.m. as part of observance of
to reach top goals, though the National Education Week.
road may be rough, even
Women of Murray Moose
staggering in spots. This inner
On All
drive aids others about you, too, Lodge will have their executive
Christmas
and you will draw people to you meeting at seven p. m. and
through sheer magnetism, but business meeting at eight p. m.
Orders
you MUST learn to curb stubDecember
1, 1975
before
bornness and inflexibility, Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
which often lead you to ex- Order of the Eastern Star will
tremes. You are capable of meet at 7:30p.m. at the Temple
Call today
heading a large organization, Hill Masonic Temple.
could even lead an army or a
for an appointment
great country; could also shine
Wranglers Riding Club will
as jurist, diplomat or dramatic
the court house at 7:30
(502) 753-7360
actor. Birthdate of: Ferdinand meet at
p.
nt
de Le.sseps, builder of the Suez
Canal; King Charles I, of
creative
Murray High School Daddy
England; Indira Gandhi, Prime
Date Night will be held at the
Minister of India.
photography
MSU Student Union Ballroom at
Baptist Women Of 630 p. m.
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Elm Grove To Meet

Nagel.;

ISO, COMMUNITY
S• CAT AE NDAR

Casserole Luncheon Served At
Paris Road Meet At White Home

The Baptist Women of Elm
Grove Baptist Church will have
a potluck luncheon on Fridak,
November 21, at 11:30 tOn. at
ihe church..
This event will be in honor of
the Senior Citizens. Special
guests will include Bro. and
Mrs. W A. Farmer.

The Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club will
have a breakfast at the club
house at 9:30 a. m.
The Zeta Department of
Murray— ninah-sr-tra
at eight p. m. at the club
house. Note change in time and
rillaleteet

Wilson
Woolley
304 Main Street
---,MtoreyrOreentxpetcy 42044
Telephone 502 753-7360
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Wranglers Club .
To Meet Thursday
The Wranglers Riding Club
will have its regular monthly
business meeting Thursday,
November 20,at 7:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Court house.
The names of the winners of
Sr. Western Pleasure were
omitted from the list printed in
the paper last week. They are:
Champion: Dennis Wnods
riding Princes Bar Leo.
Reserve Champion: Melissa
Schroeder riding Squaw: Also
Angela Woods' name was
omitted. She was the Little Miss
Wrangler for the year 1975.
All members are urged to
attend the business meeting on
Thursday.

Mrs. Winchester
Leads Program
For Salem WMU
gave the
subject,

losing ritual
Daddy Date
r 20 at 6:30 p.
;tate Student
let to make

won by Julie
Weber, and
•nsors of the
Gene Bailey
ay.

to drivers
hen you arth have the

The WMU of the Salem
Baptist Church met on Wednesday, November 5, at seven
p.m. in the church.
Hilda Winchester was in
charge of the program on the
subject of "Facing Tension In
the Middle East."
Those taking part in the
discussions were Martha
Windsor, Elizabeth Matthews,
Evon Burt, Eleanor Miller, Sue
Foster, Amy Paschall, and
Anna Bell Stone.
Other members present were
Winnie Crouch, Anice Walker,
Estelle Blankenship, Lottie
Sheridan, and Glenda Armstrong.
Plans were made for the
Week of Prayer for Foreign
Missions and the Christmas
social.
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March Of Dimes Trail Ride Is Held
e
On Waldrum Farm;Riders Pa
The March of Dimes Trail
Ride for birth defects was held
on Sunday, November 9. There
were approximately 186 riders
who participated ,in the event
from Florida, Tennessee, Ohio,
Illinois, Indiana and Kentucky.
The starting and ending point
for the trail ride was the Jesse
Waldrum farm located off
Highway 293.
One saddle was awarded by
drawing from among those
riders completing the trail. The
winner of this saddle was
Lucian Stewart, Gracey. James
Cash, Princeton was the second
place winner of the suit, and
Greg Leathers, Fredonia was
third place winner of the horse
blanket.
First, second, and third place
prizes were awarded to the
individual or organizaiton
contributing the most money to
the March of Dimes Trail Ride.
First place went to the FBLA
Club, whose rider was Larry
Faughan, Princeton; second
place to
C. Adamson,
Morganfield, and third place to
Jesse Welch um, Princeton.
The Caluctta 5-Mile Relay
was won by the Buntin Family.
The oldest rider participating in
the trail ride was Wilson Glenn.
Participation winners from
this area
were: David
Wigginton, R. T. Scott, Larry

°sting, Terri' Vinson, Paul
Stinnett, Dickie Nichols, Benny
Slusher, Jerry Traylor, Andrew
Ladd, Tommy Brown, and
Robert Watson.

Dan M. Miller
Named, Appear
In Who's Who
A University of Louisville
student from Murray has been
selected to appear in the 1975-76
edition of "Who's Who Among
Students
in
American
Universities and Colleges."
He is a 1967 Murray High
School graduate Dan M. Miller,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert 0.
Miller and a senior majoring in
medicine.
Miller was selected for the
honor on the basis of academic
ability, participation in extracurricular
activities,
leadership and potential for
future achievements.
Who's Who has been
published since 1934 and
currently includes some 23,000
students from more than 1,200
colleges and universities across
the nation.
The 1975-76 edition is due to be
published in June.

Hospital Report

Dr. Halene Visher Speaker For
Luncheon By Alpha Department
Dr. Helene Visher waa the
Speaker at the October iuMeheon
held by the Alpha Department
of the Murray Woman's Club at
the club house.
"Conservation, A Requisite
For Improvement of Human
Welfare," was the subject of the
talk by Dr. %4r, an Alpha
member, who flair a jife-long
interest in conservation,
working, writing, and speaking
in this field.
Dr. Visher named the four
corner stones of civilization as
follows: A large number of able
resourceful people; public
education for everyone; a
democratic way of life that
protects personal freedoms;
wise use of the natural
resources. She said only when
all of these are used for the good
of the others will our quality of
life be good.

Murray B8PW Club
To Hold Meet Here

The
Business
and
Professional Women's Club will
have its annual birthday
program at the Murray
Woman's Club House on
Thursday, November 20, at 6:30
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Roy L Morris of Murray has p.m.
Betty Lowry will be the
been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital, special guest of the club along
with members of the Murray
Paducah.
Art Guild.
Members of the committee
VISITS HERE
A display of some of the articles that will be on sale at the Senior Citizens Bazaar on Friday
Mrs. Gary (Angela) Wilkins for the month are Opal Roberts,
of Frankfort was the guest chairman, Freda Butterworth, and Saturday, November 21 and n,at the Calloway County Public Library is now at the library.
Thursday night of Mr. and Mrs." Gussie Adams, Lame Spann, Hours of the bazaar will be 630 to nine p.m. on Friday and eight a.m.to four p.m. on Saturday.
and Helen Basel.
Harold Swift.
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The department chairman,
Mrs. June Smith, presided.
Mrs. C. S. Robertson, program
chairman, introduced Dr.
Visher.
Mrs. Irma LaFollette, newly
elected district governor of the
First District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Club
and general president of the
Murray club, reported on the
district meeting held in Murray
on October 22 and thanked those
who as_sisted with the meeting.
The hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. Harlan Hodges, Mrs.
Sylva Atkins, Mrs. Raymond
Dixon, and Mrs. E. S. Diuguid.

11-13-75
ADULTS 116
NURSERY 2
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS

The oldest military unit in
the United States is the
Ancient and Honourable ArMiss Mary Cokolow. 206
tillery Company of Boston,
Spruce, Murray, Mrs. Glenda
Mass., founded in 1638.
Gallimore, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Thelma E. Hargrove, Rt.
1, Dexter, Mrs. Freda G.
We're Having A
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tn.,
Master Anthony Thompson, Rt.
•
1, Hardin, Mrs. Edith L. Bray,
306 S. 3rd., Murray, Mrs.
All Wrapped into one
Debbie G. Fisher, 115 Fisher
Blvd., Paducah, Ky. Mrs.
Patricia Boyd, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Mens 1/ Ladies 1, 3, 5 &
Tn., Miss Marsha Steele, Pine
Bluff Shores, Hamlin, L B.
Now In
Falwell, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Stock
Nedra L. Barnett, 907 Vine,
Murray, James Lassiter, Rt. 1,
Bs 36, Alino, Mrs. Mary L.
Abbott, 410 N. 7th., Murray,
Lay-Away A New Bike And We Will
Mrs. Elvira E. Debruce, P. 0.
Deliver It Christmas Eve Free!
Bx 737, Big Sandy, Tn.,
Raymond Sims, 1602 Clayshire
Dr., Murray, Mrs. Cora E.
Remember Bike Accessories Make
Brake, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. LePerfect Gifts.
P. Whitnell, 503 S.
• na
Murray, Herbert Robertson
1810 Calloway, Murray, Larry
J. Richardson, Rt. 3-Bx 342,
Murray, Jesse R. Smotherman,
Rt. 1, Hazel, Miss Ramie
0. Barrow, 705 Goodman,
Murray, John F. Lee, Rt. 1,
1303 Chestnut
Dexter, Mrs. Cordie M. Dublin,
P. 0. Bx 152, Murray, Harry J.
753-03138
Reichert, Rt. 1, Bx 65,
Buchanan, Tn., Robert P.
Hornsby, 813 Olive St., Murray,
Mrs. Eaker Lamb (expired),
1614 College Fr. Rd., Murray.
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Burglars hate
Operation
Identification
Ask any
police officer why

Pepsi-Cola in this returnable quart with
reseal cap costs just about the same,
ounceforounce,as most of the brands
that claim to be bargains.
It's true. Ounce for ounce you spend just about the
same for Pepsi-Cola in this returnable quart as you do
for those brands you thought were bargains. And •
when you add in Pepsi-Cola quality, we think you'll
agree that Pepsi is a real bargain. Next time you
shop,compare.
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Editorial

National
DECA Week
National DECA week is being
observed this week in more than
5,500 Chapters where Distributive
Education is taught in the public
school system.
In Murray, as elsewhere, the
local Chapter of this Distributive
Education Clubs of America, or
DECA, is closely associated with
the instructional program. This
student-directed activity is an effective part of the learning and
training process in developing
future leaders for marketing and
distribution.
Through research projects and
recognition events, the activities
of the local DECA Chapter bring
into sharper focus the various instructional parts of the DE
program taught at the Murray
Area Vocational Education Center.
Many of our business leaders
are involved in the activities of

Guest Editorial

Just in case there is any
questions as to where the trouble
lies in meeting this country's
i energy needs, hark to the words of
t Dr. V. E. McKelvey.
k
Dr. McKelvey is director of the
- U. S. Geological Survey. Speaking
in Houston, Dr. McKelvey said the
hope for the immediate future lies
..e
.0; in development of the energy
resources of the outer continental
shelf. And he gave four problems

1
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Billy Smith of Murray Route Two was

Kentucky Farm Bureau at the election
held at the annual meeting of the bureau in
Louisville this week.
Dr. H. H. Boggess, local veterinarian,
died yesterday at the Convalescent
Division of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Boilerman Second Class Irvin L. Miller
USN is serving aboard the anti-submarine
warfare aircraft carrier USS Intrepid,
homeported in Norfolk, Va.
Second Lt. Russell L. Johnson II completed a special course at the Army In; fantry School, Fort Benning, Ga.
Allison Nelson and Harry Neal, duo1 pianists, will be presented in concert by
the Murray Civic Music Association
: tonight.
F.

p
e‘,. .

Bible Thought

Thou shalt have no other gods
before me. Exodus 20:3.
Nothing comes before God in
' order of priority. Everything in
PI

I

..., creation comes from Almighty
God.
.1

DECA. First, as employer, these
business firms provide laboratory
environment in which the student
tests, observes, applies concepts
and skills learned in the DE class
in school. Second, through supervised training, the student gains
experience in the occupation
which frequently is the first step
toward his career goal. Third, DE
students learn right from the start
the basics of business in our free
enterprise demonstrated so
adequately as in the Distributive
Education curriculum.
This approach to education not
only develops competent personnel
for
merchandising,
marketing, and management, but
also prepares our youth for better
citizenship. We congratulate and
salute both school administrators
and businessmen on the observance of National DECA
Week.

By M. C. Garrott
There are times when your children
flash signs of exemplary character that
make you swell.up so with parental pride
you almost pop your buttons.
John and Mary Jo Bartholomy know
what I mean. They experienced the feeling
recently.
On Oct. 7, their 12-year-old son, Andy,
won his age group in the local punt-kickand-pass football competition sponsored
by Parker Ford and the Ford Motor
Company. He had totaled 219 feet with a
66k2-foot punt, an 83-foot pass and a 69/
1
2foot place kick. The youngster nearest to
him totaled 210;2 feet.
+++++
The following Saturday, Andy, a seventh
grader at the Murray Middle School, and
the other local age-group winners packed
off to Madisonville to compete in the zone
contests, meeting there the boys in their
particular age groups who also had won in
local contests.
Again Andy won the 12-year-old
championship, punting the ball 90 feet,
passing 80 feet and place kicking 82 feet.
The next stop for the excited youngster
was the Kentucky-Tennessee championships in Louisville on Oct. 25.
The Louisville winners would be going
on to the regional contests in Pittsburgh,
and the winners there would compete in
the national finals to be held in the Super
Bowl in Miami in January and viewed by
millions on television. There are big pots
waiting for the champions at the end of
these rainbows.
Last year, Andy also won locally as an
standing in the way of tapping 11-year-old, but was defeated in the zone
contests at Paducah by a youngster who
that resource to the fullest:
Gaining public consent, the went all the way to Pittsburgh, one rung
from the Super Bowl, before being
technology and cost, the landlordeliminated.
tenant relationship of the federal
++++
government and private industry,
But back at the home place, Andy had
and the defining of the proper run into a heart-rendering stroke of bad
roles for government and the luck. He broke his right wrist, his throwing
private sector in connection with hand, on Wednesday before the Louisville
contests. He was playing tough football in
exploration and development.
a gym class at school when it happened.
Four problems, and three of
Dr. John Querterrnous, in whose office
them have nothing whatsoever to his mother works, x-rayed the wrist, saw
do with the essential business of the break and hustled Andy across the
7.steet--to Abe hoVtai where Dr. C. C.
gettlitg oir-add
lawrAitif it in ajar; rot. all practical
ground. Three out cif four purposes,
Andy as out of business as far
problems in our energy-scarce as throwing anything was concerned,
future are of our own making.
much less a football.
At noon, his dad, who is vice president
-Houston (Tex.)Grande
for university services at Murray State as
well as my boss, found him at home.
Fighting back tears of disappointment,
Andy told him what had happened. Then
they sat down and talked about it.
The Murray-Calloway County Fund
They came up with two alternatives:
Commission at a meeting this week fixed a Andy could sit at home and feel sorry for
budget ,and allocated it to the .various himself, or he could get busy, learn to
drives and projects which it covers. The throw with his left hand and go ahead as
total budget calls for $17,077.88 which will planned and compete in the Louisville
- •cover all drives in the county with the contests.
exception of TB and polio drives. Holmes
"I took about an hour from work that
Ellis is fund chairman. _
noon," Dr. Bartholomy recalls, "and we
The Housing and Home Finance Agency went to work on Andy's left-hand throwing.
at Washington, D. C., today approved a For the rest of the week, each day we
$840,000 loan to Murray State College for would do the same, spending as much as
building a dormitory.
two hours with him throwing it to me and
Mr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham announce me throwing it back to him. By Friday
the engagement of their daughter, Bette night he wasn't doing bad."
Carole, to Chester G. Caddas, son of Mr.
+++++
and Mrs. Charles C,addas of Paducah.
The following Saturday, on a murky,
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Duncan of the Brewers rainy, drizzling morning, Andy walked
community were honored on November 13 onto the field in Louisville, his right wrist
in celebration of their golden wedding in the cast, and threw his heart out, lefanniversary.
thandedly, competing with the 12-year-old
The "Canine Fashions" Dog Show will winners from across two states in the zone
be presented at Murray High School contests.
tonight.
I wish I could say he won. What a story

20 Years Ago

Let's Stay Well

Mosquito-Borne Encephalitis
By F J L Blassingame, M.D
The late summer epidemic of blackbirds,
Care should be taken to premosquito-borne encephalitis was
The viruses cannot be vent an accumulation of trash or
the worst ever recorded and cre- transmitted directly from one garbage that can collect rainated wide concern acroiz the na- person to another, so in this water in cans and bottles in
tion. Similar epidemics have sense, the dicease is not catching. which mosquitos can breed.
been occuring periodically in the
Encephalitis (also known as Ponds should be drained, and
United States since 193:2
sleeping sickness) is charac- standing water and adjacent
The St. Louis virus caused terized by headache, low-grade bushes should be sprayed. Avoid
serious outbreaks in Mississippi fever, confusion of mind, stupor exposure by staying indoors in a
and Illinois, and the Western and, in more severe cases, coma. well-screened house, and use
equine (affects horses as well as The disease may last for a few proper netting when camping.
man) virus infected persons in days to several weeks
Repellents can be helpful. Try to
Minnesota apd North Dakota.
No specific treatment is avoid night exposure when more
Scattered cases of encephalitis available for encephalitis except mrsquibas are about than during
were diagnosed in 15 additional general supportive therapy, in- daylight hours.
states. Mississippi was hit with cluding intravenous fluids if the
about 150 cases, of which 33 were victim is unable to take them by • For most victims who survive
fatal, while Illinois reported mouth. Headache and aching this disease, the outlook is favormore than 350 cases but only 7 may require mild medications able. Few have had muscular
for symptomatic relief.
related deaths.
weakness or paralysis, changes
Several varities of moo:pars'' The threat of encephalitis dis- in personality or mental
transmit these viruses from appears with the onset of colder deterioration.
animals to man, and the animal weather because it is too discomNo vaccine is available to prereservoir for these varities of forting for the masquitas to keep vent the disease_
,.
Viruses is apparently birds:flying:- however . 1111-' method "is
Many kinds of birds have been known to prevent the recurrence (4 Mr. TA read recently that
checked for the viruses, which of the -epidemics during the a physician had announced he
have been found in sparrows, season when the mosquito had discovered the cause and a
cure of'rhetunatoid arthritis and
grackles and red -winged population is high.
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"Low Down

It Matters Not How Far,
But What He Did To Throw
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BLASINGAME

asks for corrOnent.

A: A London physician reported at a recent meeting of the
International (1)emotherapeutic
Congress he felt that rheumatoid
arthritis results from infections
(protozoal) and that they could
be successfully treated with the
drug clotrimazole. These claims
surprised many of the
authorities in attendance inasmuch as they are contrary to
much evidence and experience
Additional testing and observation by a number of experts will
be necessary to determine the
accuracy of these assertions
regarding rheumatoid arthritis.
Q. Mrs. R.M. asks whether a
physician has the right to refuse
to.treat a patient whom he has
never treated before.
4: In general, the courts haja
held that a physician has the
right of complete discretion in
the choice of persons whom he
will treat.

that would make. He didn't, but neither did
he finish last. He was disappointed, sure,
but he can live with himself because he
didn't sulk off in a corner when he broke
his wrist. He had done his best under the
most trying circumstances. You can't beat
that.
He'll be back next year, this time to
compete as a 13-year-old. It will be his last
shot at a Super Bowl trip. After that he will
be too old to compete in the contests. It'll
be the end of the line, but he has no intentions of getting off until the last stop.
+++++
Now, how's that for a lesson in spunk
from a 12-year-old!
In my book of well-known quotations, a
fellow by the name of Henry Ward Beecher
is credited with saying something like
this: "There is no friendship, no love, like
that of a parent for the child."
I know John and Mary Jo realize even
more how true that is as they reflect upon
and assess the rewards from this experience.

FROM THE

Congressional
Record
By JOE CRUMP

HOUSEWIVES PAID
SOCIAL SECURITY
UNDER H.R. 9949
REP. SPARK M. MATSUNAGA
(Hawali)"...The purpose of social security
is to provide income security in old age or
disability, yet 14 per cent of aged women
have no direct income and are not direct
participants in social security. This
alarming statistic is due in large measure
to the fact that tinder the present law,
labor in the home is not covered under
social security. As a result, no old age or
disability benefits can be awarded to
homemakers under the system...
"To rectify this obviously unfair
situation, I have introduced a bill to
provide social security coverage for
homemakers.
"The mechanism to accomplish this

In extreme cases, Chapter 13 of the
NEW YORK (AP) — Why do some
people stay afloat when the economy Federal Bankruptcy Act might be of
grows turbulent while others sink into assistance. Called the Wage-Earners Plan,
financial trouble so deep it may take them it provides court protection while you work
years to get their heads back above water? your way out of debt.
The American Bankers Association
Among other money management
sought opinions from members and finan- errors,and the ABA's comments:
cial counselors throughout the country
—ROBBING PETER TO PAY PAUL
and, after analyzing the replies, reached When you pay off excessive debts by inthis generalization:
curring new debts, you're aggravating the
"It's not always how much money you problem.
—SPENDING MONEY YOU'RE
have or how much you earn that makes the
difference, but rather your attitude toward GOING TO EARN. Don't count on overmoney, your spending and borrowing time pay that you have come to consider as
habits and your style of living."
regular income.
Topping the ABA problem list is "postDIVORCE: THE HIGH COST OF
poning help." "Better to face up im- LEAVING. If your marriage goes on the
mediately," it says, explaining that rocks there's a good chance your financial
procrastination is often the thief of money structure will land there too. In some
as well as time. It offeni these areas divorce ranks as the most common
reason for financial problems. Warning:
suggestions:
First, see the loan officer at the lending The tremendous financial penalties inbank, loan association or credit union. He volved in divorce can be more binding than
or she may suggest refinancing your loan marriage vows.
—LACK OF EMERGENCY FUNDS.
or may sugg
debt consolidation — conFamilies should have a reserve, especially
verting all y• debts into a single loan.
, some lenders may allow when the future is so uncertain. Some
On mortg
youth o
out payments for a year or money management advisers say the
two or
you to pay only the interest equivalent of several month's income is
on the loan isKil you get back on your feet. desirable.
Many families sense the approach of
If your finlincial situation is almost out
of control, a lender might suggest a family poor economic conditions and tend to build
financial conriseling agency to provide their savings at the correct time. Others,
free assistance in working out money the record shows, continue to spend as if
problems.
_
Mott
- Innorrow'sincome wascortain,
_ .

MSU ScheduleOf Events
MSU

November 18
A motel-tourism symposium, "The
Monkey on Management's Back," is
scheduled for 1:30 p.m., in room 240, of the
Special Education Building.
A student convocation will be held in
Lovett Auditorium from 2:30 to 3:20 p.m.
All classes will be dismissed for this
convocation.
Murray Chamber of Commerce dinner
will be held in the Student Union Ballroom,
at 6:30 p.m.
An Opera workshop, directed by
Professor Henry Bannon, will be conducted in the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, at 8:15 p.m.
November 19
The U.S. Postal Service Examination
will be given in room 226, Stewart
Stadium, from 1 to 4 p.m.
County Case Conference for Agency
Representatives is scheduled from 1:15 to
3 p.m., in room 655, Education Building.
A movie, "Ladies and Gentlemen: The
Rolling Stones," will be shown at 7 p.m., in
University School Auditorium. Admission
is 50 cents per person.
Overtones," a student-directed, oneact play, will be presented in the
University Theatre, at 8 p.m. Admission is
50 cents per person.
November 20
A Philosophy colloquium is scheduled in
room 500, Faculty Hall, at 3:30 p.m.
Student teaching orientation meeting,
sponsored by the Department of Instruction and Learning, will be held in the
University School Auditorium, at 4 p.m.
High
School
Murray
Future
Homemakers Association will meet at 6:30
p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
MSU Symphony Orchestra, under the
direction of Professor Neale Mason, will
present a free concert, in Lovett
Auditorium, at 8:15 p.m.
November 21
A Thwiksgiving friendship dinner,for all
International students will be held at the
Baptist Student ytiiip at .6 p.m..
The Raders Theatre will present "Mark
Twain: A Reminiscence," at 8 p.m., in the
University Theatre. Admission to this
program of readings is $1.50 for adults,

t.

(A Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

Suggestions For
Managing Money

THIS WEEK AT

• • .....Iti$14

and 75 cents for students.
November 21-22
The Readers Theatre will sponsor the
Ohio Valley Conference Speech Tournament which will be held in Ordway Hall.
November 21-30
The following senior exhibits will be on
display in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Fine Arts Center: Painting by Lynn
Benda, Louisville; Photography by Dennis
Weeks, Brocton, Maine; Drawing by
Gregory P. Harper, Radcliff; Painting by
Bert K. Prokop, Murray.
November 23
A joint senior recital will be presented
by Mary Hess, clarinet, Tell City, Indiana,
and Macie Flanary Tucker, French Horn,
Paducah,in the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center. at 2 p.m.
Vicki Sue Conner, Madisonville, will
present a senior piano recital at 3:30 p.m.,
Recital Hall, Fine Arts Annex.
A Junior baritone recital will be
presented by Don M. Davis, Hazard, at
3:30 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center.
A free movie,"Night of the Hunter," will
be presented by Murray Magic Theatre at
7:30 p.m., in the University School
Auditorium.

proposal would be provided by title II of
the Social Security Act, which applies to
the self-employed. In the case of the
homemaker the rate of earnings would be
based on a 40-hour work week at the
current nonfarm minimum wage level.
"Eligibility would be open to anyone
aged 18 or over who is a nonsalaried
homemaker, not in any other way employed. If the homemaker is employed
elsewhere, such employment must be for
fewer than 120 hours per month; otherwise
her earnings must be less than the monthly
wage earned by someone who worked 40
hours a week at the Federal minimum
wage scale.
"A key element in this bill is that participation in the program is strictly
voluntary. Any individual who was a
homemaker—within the prescribed
definition—at any time during the taxable
year could elect to be covered as a selfemployed individual, with respect to
homemaker services performed during
such taxable year.
"'This voluntary aspect of the bill is very
Important, since it is designed to exempt
families which cannot afford to pay double
taxes - first on the husband's earnings and
second on the assumed earnings of the wife
as a homemaker...
"We must recognize in a tangible way
that the homemaker is a valuable
professional in our society, and that the
services of the homemaker are indispensable to both the economy and
wellbeing of America. We can do this by
early passage of this bill which I have
introduced..."
+++++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Proof that social security payments to
housewives is getting serious attention in
congress is the list of cosponsores of the
bill; Broadhead (Mich.); Conyers (Mich.)
Diggs, Jr. (Mich.); Edgar (Pa.); Miller
(Calif.); Rangel(N4Y.); Russo (M.); Roe
(N.J.); Scheuer (Ig.t); Udall (Aria.); Ms
Holtzman (N.Y.)tteistosit(N.Y.); Miltva (Ill.).
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Today In History
fly The

4.0.....cweei Neu

Today is Tuesday, Nov. 18, the 322nd day
of 1975. There are 43 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1903, the United States
and Panama signed a treaty granting U.S.
rights to build the Panama Canal.
On this date —
In 1626, St. Peter's Basilica in Rome was
consecrated by Pope Urban VIII.
In 1852, more than 1 million people lined
the streets of London to view the funeral
procession of the Duke of Wellington.
In 1883, the United States adopted standard time.
In 1935, economic sanctions were Unposed against Italy after the Italian invasion of Ethiopia.
In 1936, the Fascist governments of Germany and Italy recognized the Franco
regime in Spain.
In 1966, U.S. Roman Catholcs did away
with the church rule against eating meat
on Fridays.
Ten years ago: An American Army battalion was a bushed and mauled by North
Vietnamese regulars in the Iadrang River
valley about 200 miles north of Saigon.
Five years ago: West Germany and
Communist Poland agreed to restore
relations, ending 31 years of enmity.
One year ago: Arabs rioted in the
Israeli-occupied Old City of Jerusalem, in
the first outbreak in the old quarter in
four years.
Today's birthdays: Orchestra conductor
Eugene Ormandy is 76. Pollster George
Gallup is 74.
Thought for today: Men are what their
mothers made them — Ralph Waldo
Emerson, American writer, 1803-1882.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, the British government
sent word to Gen. William Howe in America that he would be furnished 20,000 troops
for a spring campaign if recruitment of
mercenaries went well.

hinny Funny World
Great Falls, Montana — City officials
have ruled out capital punishment. They
say Adolph, the killer swan, is going to be
rehabilitated. The graceful murderer was
taken into custody and placed in solitary
confinement after his second spring
rampage in a waterfowl-filled minicipal
pond. Officials say they have pinpointed
the root of Adolph's criminality: sex.'The
problems began when someone stole his
mate two years ago," Tom Sullivan, city
parks and recreation director.. said.
Sullivan said Adolph had been sentenced to
an indefinite term at the Jumping Rainbow Ranch near Livingston. Montana,
where he may get to select another mate
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from several young females. A spokesman
for the U. S. Bureau of Sports Fisheries
and Wildlife said Adolph's behavior
violated at least three basic swan instincts: A swan of either sex will stake out
a territory and vigorously defend it
regardless of whether it has mated. Swans
are rarely belligerent during mating
season. While swans will kill in protecting
a nesting site, Adolph's forays all around
the pond were abnormal. (Morning
Tribune)
.
A dog alleged to have bitten a St. Nuys
woman was ten years old, half-blind, and
had no teeth. ( Cambridge, England.
News)
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Dodgers Unload Wynn
And Get Dusty Baker

TL

1, 1975
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By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
LOS ANGELES tAP - The
Los Angeles Dodgers, disappointed after finishing 20
games back of Cincinnati in the
National League West, went
looking for a defensively sound,
power-hitting center fielder and
a left-handed pinch-hitter.
The Atlanta Braves also
sought power, but they were
more interested in speed and
versatility.
Officials of both clubs said
they got what they were looking for Monday when the Dodgers dealt Jimmy Wynn, Lee
Lacy, Tom Paciorek and Jerry
Royster to the Braves for Dusty Baker and Ed Goodson.
We feel Baker will be a big
aid to our ball club in our bid
to win the National League
West," Dodgers Vice President
Al Carnpanis said. "And Goodson adds value to our club at
first base, third base and as a
left-handed pinch-hitter."
In Atlanta, Braves Vice President Eddie Robinson said:
•'We have added speed to our
lineup in Lacy and Royster,
and also got good power-hitters

.
By NORM CLARKE
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) - How
good was Cincinnati quarterback Ken Anderson Monday

Iry

States
ig U.S.

drove in 99 runs and stole 24
bases.
Wynn, 33, batted .248, with 18
homers and 58 RBI last season
after hitting 32 homers and
driving in 108 runs to help the
Dodgers win the National
League West flag the year before. That was his first season
with the club after a trade with
Houston which sent Claude Osteen to the Astros.
Goodson, a 27-year-old who
plays
first or third, came to the
Both Lacy and Paciorek,
used on an irregular basis by Braves from the San Francisco
the Dodgers, had indicated they Giants last season and finished
would like to go somewhere with a .208 batting average in
86 games. His best year was
where they could play more.
Wynn, while not happy with 1973 when he hit .302 with 12
the trade, said he wasn't bitter. homers for the Giants.
Lacy, used at second base
"I thought I was a permanent
fixture on the club," he said. then shifted to the outfield by
"But it's part of baseball. You the Dodgers, hit .314 with seven
live one season, die the next homers and 40 RBI. Paciorek,
an outfielder, hit .193 with one
and get traded."
homer and five RBI in a disBaker, 26, who throws and appointing season. He was a
bats right-handed, has been onetime Pacific Coast League
used in right field for the batting champion.
Braves for the past 1'z seasons. Royster, an infielder, has
last season and spent most of the time either
He batted
hit 19 home runs with 72 runs with the Los Angeles farm club
batted in. His best season of in Albuquerque or sitting on the
eight in the majors came in Dodger bench since being
1973 when he hit 21 homers, drafted in 1970.

Benga Is Defeat Bills
Behind Anderson's Arm
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in Wynn and Paciorek."
And the trade, in negotiation
since August, apparently
pleased most of the players.
Baker, a native Californian,
was reportedly unhappy in Atlanta and had asked to be
traded, indicating Los Angeles
was his preference. He had
been billed as Hank Aaron's replacement. His failure to live
up to the billing cost him popularity with Braves' fans.

KING
EDWARD

night?
Teammate Chip Myers thinks
Anderson's 447-yard aerial assault against the Buffalo Bills
puts the young National Football League signal caller at the
head of the class.
"I've never seen a day when
a guy was so precise," said
Myers, whose seven receptions
for 108 yards helped the Bengals overcome a 197-yard rushing feat by O.J. Simpson for a
nationally-televised 33-24 victory over the Bills.
-He's by far the best quarterback in the game," said Myers.
"Every pass he had time .to
throw was perfect."
The fifth-year pro from little
Augustana Ill.) College called
it -mybest performance."
Even the vanquished Bills
agreed that Anderson was
something else.
"Anderson was unreal," said
Simpson, who fell three yards
Jimmy
breaking
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Announcing a brand new book - by The Associated
Press that gives the whole dramatic sweep of 1 776,
the founding year
• Daily Life
• Battles
vi George III, Man and King
• Founding Fathers
• Founding Foes
• Independence Won
• Independence Almost Lost
Here in one oversized volume is the story of 1 776,
America's momentous year. Hundreds of pictures.
100,000 words of text Suspense Surprises History
told for today.
It's called -76 The World Turned Upside Down."
Told in journal form. it vs a book that takes you behind
the scenes just as it happened
Only $7 95. Order now and get a free color map of
the colonial era It's the next best thing to having been
there
- -1

1 '76

Murray (Ky.) Ledger & Times
Box G-22, Teaneck, N.J.07666
Please send me
Enclosed is $
copies of '76 at $7 95 each
NAME
- A D DRSSS •-
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Hobbie Maintains Lead
In OVC Offense Stats
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) Convincing victories by Eastern
Kentucky, East Tennessee and
Tennessee Tech caused the only
significant changes this week in
the Ohio Valley Conference statistics.
Eastern Kentucky's 50-36 victory over Ashland sent the
Colonels back into the offensive
team leadership they had vacated for a week with an average of 343.1 yards and 26.9
points per game.
Middle Tennessee, a 37-20 loser to East Tennessee last weekend, lost the leadership it held
for only one week. The Raiders
now are averaging 331.3 yards
and 18.6 points per game.
Eastern Kentucky's Steve
Hess moved up to No. 1 in punt
returns, averaging 12.4 yards
on 17 carries, while Morehead's
Vic Williams now is in second
place with a 10.4 yard average
on five returns.
Pee Wee Brown of East Tennessee leads the defensive statistics with 98 tackles and 45
assists, but last week's leader,
Western Kentucky's Rick
Green, is close behind with 96
and 60. Western was idle last
weekend.
Murray Cunningham of Ten-

Brown's all-time career mark
of five 200-yard games.
He's cool, efficient.. the best
we've ever played," said Bills
defensive end Walt Patulski.
Anderson, hitting 30 of 46
passes with no interceptions,
shredded the Buffalo secondary
to shatter by 95 yards his former club record of 352 yards
set last year against Houston.
He fired a pair of touchdown
pacses to Lenvil Elliott and
Charlie Joiner and methodically moved the Bengals the
length of the field when necessary.
'We knew we'd have problems with the pass," said Simpson, "but he just picked us
apart.The victory put the Bengals,
now 8-1, back in a first place
tie for the American Conference with the Pittsburgh Steelers, who face a stern test Monday at Houston. Buffalo
dropped its fourth game in the
last last five outings to fall to 54.

But Simpson, who bolted for
154 yards in the first half alone,
kept the Bills battling back.
Buffalo closed the gap to 30-24
with eight minutes left, but Anderson marched the Bengals 79
yards for an 18-yard field goal
by Dave Green that provided
breathing room.
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Cincinnati never trailed in
the offensive free-for-all, twice
building 10-point leads and
opened the margin to 13 early
in the fourth quarter.
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Squires Struggle To Remain
Alive In Money-Shorted ABA

"The game went the way we
were afraid it would go," said
Cincinnati Coach Paul Brown.
"We couldn't stop them and
they couldn't stop us. We threw
a lot because seven points
came so suddenly."
Anderson hit three of his receivers for a total of 337 yards.
Isaac Curtis, who suffered a
bruised ankle, caught seven for
139 yards, Myers had seven for
108 and Joiner snared five for
90.
"We just kept coming on,"
said Brown. "Defense has done
the job in the past, but this
time it was the offense." The
Bengals running game chipped
in 108 yards to help set a club
record with 549 total yards. The
previous mark was 532 against
Philadelphia in 1971.
Cincinnati's 33 first downs
represented a second club
mark. The Bengals never punted in the game. Rookie running
back Stan Fritts had two Cincinnati touchdowns on goal line
dives.
",`They have a good team and
they simply kicked out butts,"
said Simpson ripped off runs of
59, 44, 17, and 14 to pull ahead
of his 1973 pace when he rumbled for an all-time record of
2,003. He two of the Bills three
touchdowns.
It was the 31st time Simpson
tsarpssised- the 100-yard-mark.
"I didn't know I had 197 or Was
close to 200," he said. "I'd have
liked to have gotten the record,
but there will be other days."

nessee Tech kicked two field
goals and a pair of extra points
to take over the overall scoring
lead with an average of 6.1
points a game.
That shades Eastern Kentucky's Hal Emerson, who
failed to score last weekend
and is averaging six points per
game with nine touchdowns this
season.
Murray's Mike Hobbie retained the total offense lead,
averaging 128.3 yards per
game, slightly over nine yards
per game better than Mike
Moore of Middle Tennessee.
Hobbie is the OVC's passing
king with 10.4 completions per
game while Billy Smith of
Western Kentucky is second at
8.9 and Randy Christophel of
Austin Peay is third at 8.8.
Middle Tennessee's Tony Williams is the league's top pass
receiver, averaging 3.2 catches
per game, while Elmo Boyd of
Eastern Kentucky has 2.8 average.
Moore is by far the rushing
leader with 119.2 yard average
per game. His closest competitor is teammate Bobby Joe
Easter, who is averaging V.9.

4.

5.

By LARRY MeDERMOTT
Associated Press Writer
NOftFOLK, Va.(AP)- The
final piece of a financial puzzle
being assembled to keep the
Virginia Squires of the American Basketball Association
alive for the rest of the season
either falls in place today or
the team becomes the league's
third casualty in five weeks.
The outcome was to be announced at noon, EST.
If favorable, officials said it
would mean the naming of a
new coach - probably within
24 hours - to replace Al
Bianchi, fired two weeks ago
after serving as the only coach
since the franchise moved here
five years ago.
Jack Ankerson, the Squires'
general manager, said after a
second meeting of stockholders
Monday night that a single telephone call sometime this morning would either bring good
news or spell death for the local franchise.
Should the franchise fold, it
would join the Baltimore Claws
and the San Diego Sails in what
appears to be the slow demise
of what started out as a 10team league.
In addition, the Utah Stars
and the St. Louis Spirits are reported in trouble financially, although the Stars met their payroll Monday and a spokesman
there never had been any doubt
they wouldn't.
But both the Squires and
Stars were sued Monday by the
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PEOPLE WILL KEEPS YOU
STILL BUY
IN
GOODS AND COMPETITION
SERVICE

ADVERTISING
RETURNS YOUR
INVESTMENT IN
STORE TRAFFIC
& SUS

6.

MAINTAIN
YOUR HOLD
ON PUBLIC
AWARENESS

PRE-SELL

and drawing crowds of about
3,000 per game, needed an additional $400,000 to complete the
season, and the players' latest
paychecks already are now two
days late.
Just as Sunday night, the
stockholders at their second
consecutive meeting Monday
couldn't raise the entire
amount among themselves.

At a Sunday night meeting of
about 20 of the 100 investors
and again Monday night, the
underlying motive for propping
up the Squires and enabling
them to complete the season
was the hope of inclusion in a
merger or admission to the
NBA.
"There's no question about it.
You have people who have put
up substantial amounts of money over the years. They have a
lot at stake," said Ankerson,
who added:

Neither he nor investors
would discuss the potential
source of the additional money.

Retains Title
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) A
Louisville man has retained the
Kentucky state closed table tennis championship.

"If you throw in the towel
now, you have nothing, you've
thrown it all away. They believe all the ABA teams rernaining at the end of the season will be in the NBA next
year."
The Squires, 1-12 this year

Defending champion Homer
Brown defeated Ruben Dreszer
of the University of Louisville
over the weekend three games
to two, winning the fifth game
24-22.

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

Whether business is good or slow, you have to get
your share of whatever business is around Even in slow
times people still need and want goods and services
and spend to get them. They are lust going to be more
selective in their purchases.
By maintaining your advertising and even increasing
it you will gain on edge on your competition, thus in
creasing your share of the market. Your menage is
there to aim the unsure consumer in your direction
your competition cuts back thee advertising you haw
the direct line to all COnsuftlen
Mortising is not lust a cost of donkg business Its a
proven sales tool that returns many times your in
vestment in store traffic and sales Once you build your
business, you can keep it going with a moderate con
sistant advertising program But if you cut your ad
iertising and lose your hold on the public awareness
youll find it's much harder to build again

REMIND
CUSTOMERS
..0
INFORM
NEWCOMERS

[NO CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!
We Honor The Same Credit Cards ek
The Airlines Do! Such As .....
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
Mrs. Frank (Irene) Berry, Manager

GETS YOUR 1
INFORMATION ADVERTISING
GIVES YOU
TO THE
THE EDGE
UNSURE
CONSUMER

aribegis
ADVANCE
TO REACH MORE
POTENTIAL
CUSTOMERS
FOR THE
LEAST COST....

Your advertising is part of yeer sales force It helps
pre sell the customer and close the sale faster
Remember we are living in a highly mobile society,
one out of five Amencans moo every year There is a
steady flow of custotallIS suld.plairinarket Mt
correspnding influx of newcomers who don't know -*sr
at all. Advertising will introduce you. tell them all about_
you

IN 1973

Here s a hard tact to chew on Over any given period,
a company that advertises below the industry average
has sales that are below the industry average

Total U.S. Daily
Circulation 63,147,280

Advertising is 'news' about products and services.
When the going gets tough retailers concentrate their
efforts in newspapers because t provides an immediate
payoff at the cash register

9

KEEP SALES
IN LINE
WITH YOUR
INDUSTRY
AVERAGE

Brining in $7.6 billion
in Advertising revenue
$4.5 billion in TV
$1.8 billion in radio
10.

ADVERTISING
IS
"NEWS"

WHYNEWSPAPERS?
77%

C,

of adults 18 and over
read the daily newspaper
during any weekday
Average weekday TV
news audience - 48%
of adult population

Mt MS11
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WOW
yr awe, 7th Sam 247-1289
••
Open S a.rn. to S p.m. Melt. tire Fri.'
$ a.m. to 12 p.m. Wonky
' viIS•cl"
We Write Air Tirliets for All PertiaerWhile You Wail

WHYINCREASE
ADVERTISING?

8
7.

Chicago Bulls of the National
Basketball Association, who
claimed they were owed $13,000
by Virginia and $17,000 by Utah
for exhibition games.

Newspapers will
reach

89%

of all U.S. Adults
in an average
5-day week.

92%

93%

of the readers take
some action
involving the
newspaper at
one time or
another.

of the readers will
scan or read the
entire newspaper!
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Middle School Splits
Pair With East Lakers

SPORTS
I 1 ,11(.1 It

TIMEs)

Murray (32)—Bumphis 2,
stands at 0-1.
In the eighth grade game, it Crittenden 4, Ray 8, Klein 2,
was just too much Nicky Swift Perry 2, Schanbacher 5, Sims 6
for East to handle.
and Bradshaw 3.
Swift, the big center of the
East (34 )—Cooksey,
Tigers, pumped in 23 points, Weatherford, Sanders 12,
grabbed 24 rebounds and Morton 1, Stone 11, Bynum 10,
blocked several shots in the Marlowe and Kernmerzell.
Eighth Grade
contest.
early Murray
an
to
14 6 8 14-42
zipped
Murray
Murray Middle led for all the
5 3 4 10-22
and led 14-5 at the first East
first half in the seventh grade lead
l 8, Swift
pace slowed in
(42)—Danie
the
but
Murray
period
contest. The Tigers jumped off
second frame as Murray 23, Garland 4, B. Wells 4, I..ong
to a quick 8-3 first period lead the
just six while East added 1, Rollins 2, Hibbard, Bogard, C.
but at halftime, the advantage scored
make it 20-8 at in- Wells and Santagado.
to
three
was only two points at 16-14.
termission.
East ( 22)—Barnett 13, Emvs.
Pitt
26:
Dec.
period,
Bowl,
—Sun
Then in the third
lead
the
to
added
Tigers
9, Kirks, Childress and
The
merson
Kansas-Missouri winner.
behind the outstanding play of
in the third period and were on Cook.
Danny
and
—Peach Bowl, Dec. 31: North
Bynum
James
top 28-12 going into the last
Carolina State vs. West VirStone, East began to forge
Givens Gets 35
frame. East managed to cut
ginia.
ahead. By the end of the third
Murray
into the lead some but
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —
—Tangerine Bowl, Dec. 20 —
quarter, the home team was on
came back toward the end to Jack Givens fired in 35 points
Miami of Ohio vs. opponent to
top 26-23.
pad the margin of victory.
to lead the Whites in a 130-85
be selected.
East was leading 30-26 when
Murray Middle had a fine romp over the Blues in UniverBoth Osborne and Coach Barwith 2:01 left in the game,
defensive game. Only two sity of Kentucky intrasquad
ry Switzer of Oklahoma have
Murray guard Greg Ray hit a
players scored in the game for basketball scrimmage action.
criticized Bryant, charging he
layup and closed the gap to just
East. Big Steve Barnett
Rick Robey added 32 points
later,
was bypassing their teams in
Seconds
points.
two
pumped home 13 points while and Mike Phillips 28 for the
favor of 11th-ranked Penn
Danny Stone of the Lakers hit
Gary Emmerson added nine. In
Monday
State. The Sugar Bowl, howSOUTHPAW SINKER—Left-handed Bob Daniel of Murray Middle on a rebound shot and East went two previous games this season, Whites in the contest
apnight at Memorial Coliseum.
had
Bryant
of
his up 32-28.
ever, denied
School's eighth grade team drives down the middle for two
Emmerson had scored 71
Bob Fowler, a 6-foot-4 freshplied pressure to bypass the
With 1:01 left in the contest,
eight points. Defending for East Calloway are Steve Barnett (30)
points.
from Dearborn Heights,
man
powers.
15-foot
Eight
a
Big
Gary Sims pumped in
and tarry Kirks (20).
Swift of course paced the Mich., hit 24 points to lead the
shot and Murray Middle was
Murray attack with his 23 points Blues, who will be counted on
again within two points. Both
Bob Daniel added eight.
and
for reserves when Kentucky
teams had a couple of chances
East is now 2-1 on the season opens its season Dec. 1 at
SchanGreg
before
score
to
while Murray Middle is 1-0.
Northwestern. Fowler outbacher scored a layin with only
This Friday, Murray Middle leaped his 6-11 teammates Phil12 seconds left for the Tigers to
will host Southwest in a pair of lips and Robey in separate
tie the game at 32 apiece.
games which will begin at jump-ball situations.
boys'
But with four seconds, Stone
4:30 p. m.
the
to
was fouled and stepped
GENERAL .
Also Friday, East will be in
line for the one-plus. The first
, Ont. — Jimmy
HAMILTON
North
entertain
they
as
action
Seventh Grade
shot swished the net to give
11 and
added
participated in 19
Furr
who
Guy
while
Simpson,
m.
"They have to be one of the
10 6 14 14-44 East the one-point lead. Stone's Calloway at 6:30 p.
Southwest
games as a
Edwards 10. Paschall
football
Cup
Keith
Grey
Grade
Seventh
I've
teams
5-20
grade
eighth
7
best
1 7
North
second shot fell off into the
trainer,
rebounds.
18
and
off
official
gabbed
player,
9-32
7
8
8
ever seen."
Southwest (44)—Crittenden 8, hands of teammate Shane Murray
For Southwest, Don Rogers
12 8-34 died of cancer at the age of 69.
11
3
East
4,
Colson
18,
Those are the words SouthCochrum
Morton who hit one of his two
the attack with 17 points
west Calloway County Tommy paced
an Carraway, McCuiston 10 and free throws and the final score
Smotherm
Richard
while
Greer used Monday night to
StaEks 4.
of 34-32 was on the board.
added eight. Southwest is now 0Need any of these services..
sum up North Calloway.
NOrth 1201—Rogers 9, Darnall
Murray Middle managed to
1-0.
is
North
while
2
Z.and
Ahart
Host North, displaying fine
1,
Young
1,
Colson
7,
Air
Flight
Freight
Training
get off one last desperation shot
In the seventh grade game, a
Air Ambulance
Cargo
organization and various
Air
Ramsey.
e.09.
no
at the buzzer.
big Southwest team had
Air Charter
Air Taxi
presses, opened its season by
Eighth Grade
4110
to a
had three players in twin
romping
East
in
all
at
problems
recording an easy 63-35 win.
4 14 10 7--35
Southwest
figures. Larry Sanders paced
win. It was the second
Contact
Last year as seventh graders, 44-20
20 10 20-63
13
North
the young
of
the attack with 12 while Stone
win
consecutive
the North team defeated
(35)—Williams,
Southwest
Bill Fuller or
added 11 and Bynum 10. For the
for Southwest.
41111
Murray Middle and Mayfield. season
1.°
1 11.
•
Johnny Parker
end Barger 6, Butterworth 4, Rogers Tigers, Greg Ray had eight
the
at
10-1
led
Southwest
17 and Smotherman 8.
And the prospect of having the
Sims added six.
the first period, 16-8 at the
North (63)—Edwards 10, Furr while
fine North team and two other of
the
into
East's seventh graders are
going
30-15
489-2414 489-2721
and
half
Murray-Calloway County Airport
11, Paschall 14, Graham 6,
eighth grade teams at Calloway
season while
period.
Lamb 14, McClure 4, Scott 2 and now 2-1 on the
County High School. next year final
Murray, playing its first game,
Jimmy Cochrurn had 18
should have Laker fans excited. points to pace the winners while Thorn 2.
first
the
at
North led 13-4
.4044
Marty McCuiaton added 10 and
period and coasted to a 33-115 Joe Crittenden eight. For North,
halftime lead. North used Kelly Rogers hit for nine points
substitutes quite a bit in the while Greg Darnall added
second half and coasted to the seven.
win.
North will visit East for a pair
Balanced scoring was' the
boys games beginning at 6:30
of
name of the game for North.
Friday. Southwest boys
p.m.
Kerry Lamb and Terry
4:30 p.m. Friday at
at
play
points
Paschall each had 14
Murray Middle.
Murray Middle School split a
pair of cage contests Monday
night at East Elementary.
The East seventh grade team
won an exciting 34-32 contest
over the Tigers while in the
eighth grade game, Murray
Middle bounced the Lakers

Nebraska Wants Only
Shot At Orange Bowl

.
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
Nebraska, one of the nation's
top college football powers, is
laying it on the line with an
-either-or" policy — and as a
result, it may not participate in
a bowl game for the first time
in seven years.
• The unbeaten Cornhuskers,
currently ranked second in the
nation, voted twice Monday to
reject a Fiesta Bowl invitation
and either accept a bid to the
la Orange Bowl or none at all.
r That situation developed after
.•
Coach Bear Bryant of Alabama
• surfaced to deny his team was
ducking anybody, as charged
by the coaches of Nebraska and
Oklahoma. But Bryant admitted he hand-picked Penn State
to face his team in the Sugar
Bowl game.
The flurry of activity two
. days after the opening of bowl
::invitations left only one berth
1. definitely open among the 11
:major bowls — and possibly
:;two, if Oklahoma beats Nebras:Jta Saturday in the showdown
ilfor the Big Eight title and the
i'Orange Bowl berth awaiting the
Oklahoma, ranked sixth, has
agreed to face the Western Athletic Conference champion —
either Arizona State or Arizona
— in the Fiesta Bowl, but NeTENNIS .,
CALCUTTA, India — Jim
4Delaney of the United States
;defeated India's Anand Miraraj 6-2, 6-4 in first-round action
tin the India Grand Prix Lawn
Tennis Championships.

;

braska declined to join in the
agreement.
"It's just that all the players
want to put all their eggs in
one basket, and that's defeating
Oklahoma," said Coach Tom
Osborne of Nebraska, which
twice has used bowl victories to
nail down national championships in The Associated Press
poll.
The definite vacancy is in the
Tangerine Bowl, where six
teams reportedly are still under
consideration to provide the opposition for Miami of Ohio. Another spot was filled Monday
when West Virginia accepted a
bid to the Peach Bowl.
The bowl line-up looks like
this:
—Rose Bowl, Jan. 1: Big Ten
champion 1Ohio State or Michigan ) vs. Pacific-8 champion
UCLA,California or Stanford).
—Orange Bowl, Jan. 1: Nebraska-Oklahoma winner vs.
Ohio State-Michigan loser.
—Cotton Bowl, Jan. 1: Southwet Conference champion
(Texas A&M, Texas or Arkansas) vs. Georgia.
—Sugar Bowl, Dec. 31: Alabama vs. Penn State.
—Gator Bowl, Dec. ?St: Florida vs. Maryland.
—Fiesta Bowl, Dec. 26: Arizona State or Arizona vs. Oklahoma, or team to be determined if Oklahoma earns Orange Bowl berth.
—Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl,
Dec 27: Colorado vs. Texas
A&M or Texas.
—Liberty Bowl, Dec. 22:
Southern California vs. Arkansas or Texas A&M.
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Sites Switched
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SAVE $2 to $251•

I
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A&M,
held
The

North And Southwest
Split Pair Of Games

LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) —
Sites of some semifinal high
school football games have
The Big M Club will host a been switched due to an addi-dinner honoring the 1975
tion to 'Kentucky High School
Murray State football team and Athletic Association rules this
cheerleaders at 6:30 p.an,
year.
Thursday.
The rule that during oddThe dinner will be held at the numbered years, winners of
Murray Country Club.
odd-numbered districts and reOnly Big M Club members gions serve as host teams for
can attend the dinner. Tickets playoff games has been ex6
will be three dollars at the door. panded to read, -unless one of
the regional winners did not
Bowling
host a first-round game, then
Standings
this school shall serve as host
Thursday Couples
school."
Bowling League
Sites of both Class 4-A State
W L
Team
f
35 9 semifinal games have been
D-H
29 15 changed. Second region chamCorvette Lanes
29 15
Gene's Body Shop.
213,-, 15'1 pion Clark County, which won
Bowlers
28 16 two playoff games on the road,
Demon's
16
n
Alley Cats
27 17 hosts First Region titlist Padurner Stars
25 19
Hits & Miura
Reis 36 cah Tilghman. And Fourth
Lucky Four
17 27 gion champion Ashland, after a
Bunkies
17 27 win on the road last week, reDyn-O-Mites
1.3 29
Chargers
1194 32%-• mains at home to play LexingxGutter Busters
High Team Game(SC)
Iafayette, champion of the
706 ton
Ctevette lanes
664 third region.
Clievette lanes
661
Saper Stars
In Class A, Third Region winHigh Tarn Genie(HC)
812 ner Ludlow, a winner at borne
Lanes
Corvette
811 in first round action, goes on
BRING THE KIDDIES TO TALK TO SANTA
Bowlers
909
D-11
the road to face Fourth Region
nib Team SWIMS(SC)
,
and RECEIVE THEIR FREE FAVOR.
SU
City.
Corrine Laws
IOW champion Elkhorn
D-H
1187
Howlers
Sunday Night Games
High Team Series HC)
1329
Bowlers
ma
(API — The At.
ATLANTA
Corvette Lanes
2M2
Chargers
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Braves
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Don Stanfill
227
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The Braves will play Sunday
Toby Alter
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Pittenger
Flame
WA
Christmas
• 1915
216 cago Cubs June 20 and the CinAmy
eiith Ind Series(SC)
Cotalsis
Specialized
All
•
585 cinnati Reds July 25. The old
Don Stanfill
506 Houston Colt .45s, now the AyVirgil Setaer
549
Toby Aller
and all Merchasdise oa display is Sears Catalog Slice
516 tros, played Sunday night
Pat Scott
485 games in 1963-64 and the Texa!
Wanda Nance
1.49.99
to
$20
of
purchase
with
483
$2 in Merchandise Certificates
Elaine Pittenger
Rangers of the American
$99.99
to
$50
of
High Ind Series 4ICi
$5 in Merchandise Certificates with purchase
778 League have played on Sunda
$149.99
to
Don Stanfill
purchase of $100
S10 in Merchandise Certificates with
650 night in recent years.
Virgil Setaer
of $150 to $199.99
633
S15 in Merchandise Certificates with purchase
Toby Alter
$200 to $249.99
th
of
606
wi
Purchase
Certificates
The only other National
Merchandise
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-520 in
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or TO4
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Cart .
150 the Summer Olympic Galnes.
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Betty Dixon
,
The Braves open their 19163
Mildred Hodge
Ky
Menet
15,1 season April 13 against Ow
Center
Shopping
Nance
Wand.
Solfaciat
..••0
mon mionni
147 Reds.
Elaine Pittenger
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Sales Office

Good Cheer
Sandwich Loaf

Bread

2/79'

Rich & Chips L

Pecan Sandies

COOKIES

794

with coupon on Handbill

Be sure and use the coupon below to register for free
bags of groceries to be given away each day of
celebration and free 19" Quasar color TV purchased
from Dunn Furniture TV and Appliance
Kwik-Pik Coupon
Kwik-Pik Coupon
Name
Address
Phone

Free Popcorn
With This Coupon

_

Coupon-Good.
Nov. 20-21-22
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Ohio State And Nebraska Head
Major College Football Poll

is

By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
AP Sports Writer
Ohio State, Nebraska, Texas
A&M, Michigan and Alabama
held onto the top five spots in
The Associated Press college
football poll today while Texas
moved up to sixth place ahead
of defending national champion
Oklahoma and Notre Dame and
Southern California dropped
completely out of the Top
Twenty.
With two weeks left in the
regular season, Ohio State received 46 first-place votes and
1,136 of a possible 1,160 points
from a nationwide panel of
spprts writers and broadcasters
following a 38-6 rout of Minnesota, the unbeaten Buckeyes'
10th consecutive triumph.
Nebraska received 11 No. 1
votes and 1,058 for a 52-0 mauling of Iowa State. Last week,
Ohio State led 49-8 in first-place
votes and 1,138-1,054 in points.
The other first-place vote and
887 points' went to Texas A&M,
a 33-14 winner over Rice. Michigan, which meets Ohio State
Saturday, earned 756 points by
defeating Illinois 21-15 while
Alabama trimmed Southern

iphis 2,
Klein 2,
i, Sans 6

oksey,
?.rs 12,
mum 10,
•zell.

B 14-42
4 10-22
8, Swift
; 4, Long
ogard, C.

13, Emtress and

5

(AP) 35 points
a 130-85
Univeritrasquad
action.
32 points
for the
Monday
iseum.
1-4 freshHeights,
lead the
milted on
Kentucky
ec. 1 at
ler outates Philseparate

Mississippi 27-6 and totaled 671
points.
Texas climbed from seventh
to sixth with 609 points by
downing Texas Christian 27-11
while Oklahoma needed a late
touchdown and two-point conversion to nip Missouri 28-27
and slipped from sixth to seventh with 590 points.
Arizona State held onto
eighth place by trouncing Pacific 55-14 but Notre Dame, No.
9 a week ago, bowed to Pitt 3430 and disappeared from the
Top Twenty. It was believed to
be the first time since a 2-7
record in 1963 that the Irish
were not in the rankings.

Pitt, which dropped out of the
Top Twenty a week ago following a loss to West Virginia,
made it back by whipping
Notre Dame. Arkansas reappeared following a four-week
absence by trouncing Southern
Methodist 35-7 and Maryland
climbed back in after a week's
absence by edging Clemson 2220.

Sportswriters' Cage
Poll Picks Tilghman

‘1 I I 111.1 it ; I 1111 ...)

PORTS
Clipping In Paper Was
Key For Racers' Win

By The Associated Press
The Indianapolis Racers don't
appreciate "triiticism of their
By The Associated Press
playing capabilities, and have
proved it to the Toronto Toros.
1,136
10-0-0
1.0hio St. (46)
Indianapolis Coach Jacques
2.Nebraska ( 11) 10-0-0 1,058
887 Demers, following his team's 63.Texas A&M ( 1) 9-0-0
756 2 World Hockey Association
8-0-2
4.Michigan
671 victory over the Toros Monday
9-1-0
5.Alabama
609 night, said that he had used the
9-1-0
6.Texas
590 words of Toronto Coach Bob
9-1-0
7.0klahoma
432 Baun to motivate the Racers.
10-0-0
8.Arizona St.
Colorado moved up from 10th
"Our scout Garry Moore saw
326
8-2-0
to ninth by beating Kansas 24- 9.Colorado
a newspaper where Baun
in
308
8-2-0
St.
10.Penn
21 while idle Penn State rose
described our team as little
had
222
8-1-0
11.Ariz.ona
from 11th to 10th.
than a bunch of senior A
more
196
8-2-0
12.Florida
The Second Ten consists of
and sent the clipping to
players
140
7-3-0
Arizona, Florida, California, 13.California
Demers.
said
me,"
121
7-2-1
14.UCLA
Ohio,
of
Miami
UCLA,Georgia,
"I showed it to the boys just
89
8-2-0
Pitt, Missouri, Arkansas and 15.Georgia
68 after we got off the plane and
9-1-0
Maryland. Last week it was 16.Miami, 0.
62 onto the bus here in Toronto
7-3-0
Penn State, Arizona, Southern 17.Pitt
46 and it got them worked up.
6-4-0
Cal, Florida, California, Miami, 18.Missouri
"Athletes in general are all
33
7-2-0
19.Arkansas
Kansas, Missouri, UCLA and
same. They've all got a lot
the
30
7-2-1
20.Maryland
Georgia.
of pride. It was the motivating
factor I could use."
Nick Harbaruk scored two
goals to help the Racers defeat
the Toros for the second time
this season. Indianapolis beat
Toronto 4-3 two weeks ago.
In the only other league

Do sportswriters know
anything about the events they
cover? Members of the
Paducah Tilghman Blue Tornado basketball team sure hope
the men behind the typewriters
know.
According to a pre-season poll
of five sportswriters in the First
Region, Paducah 'Tilghman is
the favorite to win the Region
championship this season.
Participating in the poll were
Pat Moynahan and Mark
Hultman of the Paducah SunDemocrat, Mike Turley of the
Mayfield Messenger and Steve
Givens and Mike Brandon of the
Murray Ledger di Times.
Tilghman received three first
place votes, one second and one
third to amass 47 points while
St. Mary was hot on the Blue
Tornado trail with 46 points.
Murray High was third with

game Monday night, the Edmonton Oilers downed the San
Diego Mariners 6-3.
Baun blamed the ice conditions at Maple Leaf Gardens
and the officiating for this
team's loss.
Bob Woytowich, Ted Scharf,
Reg Thomas and Bill Prentice
scored the other Indianapolis
goals, while Jim Turkiewicz
and Peter Marrin connected for
the Toros.
Oilers 6, Mariners 3
Mike Rogers scored two
third-period goals to lead the
Oilers past San Diego.
Rogers, recovering from a
slow start in his sophomore
season, broke a 3-3 tie by batting a rebound past San Diego
goaltender Ernie Wakely, then
filled a 25-foot shot past WakeBy MIKE BRANDON
ly with two minutes remaining
SYMSONIA at Cuba by 13.
for the clinching goal.
Sedalia at FARMINGTON by
Norm Ullman, Tim Sheehy,
three.
Ken Baird and Blair MacDoBallard at LOWES by 12.
nald also scored for the Oilers.
Wingo at FANCY FARM by
Gene Peacosh, Andre Lacroix
five.
and Dave Walter collected the
Season Record: 2-2 (.500)
San Diego goals.

Bowling
Standings

ntact

iller or

f Parker

LOOKING FOR A PLACE-James Bynum of East looks toward the inside and hunts for place to go while
as East's seventh graders
he's being defended by Gary Sims of Murray Middle. Bynum tossed in 10 points
edged Murray 34-32.

)-2721

(Stiff Photos by Me ireeden)

131484eam Gets 72-54 4.4njn
Annual Blue-Gold Cage Game
The Murray State Racers
played their annual Blue-Gold
scrimmage game Monday
night.
Instead of holding the game in
Murray as has been the
_ precedent over the past few
years, the contest was held at
Paducah Community College
and sponsored by Metropolis
High SchooL _
The Blue teem, composed of

upperclassmen plus freshman
Vic Jordan of Christian County,
defeated the Gold team in a lowscoring 72,54 contest.
At halftime, the Blue team led
35-18.
Zach Blasingarne, a 6-4 junior
forward, paced the scoring for
the Blue team with 16 points
while 6-7 senior forward Jesse
Williams added 15 as did the 6-6
Jordan.

FALL
SPECIAL
SALE

*

Case Lawn and Garden Tractors
• 8 to 16 horsepower models
• High-clearance or lOw-profile
• Hydraulic or mechanical drive
• Combines power with smooth ride
• Year 'round attachments

FREE UTILITY BLADE
When you buy a Case Lawn
Garden Tractor now
special priced at

SI197.00 te $1950.00
depending on the model
you select!
OFFER LIMITED,

McKee! Equipment
Co. hic:Phone 753

3062 gall

503 Walnut

Other scoring for the Blue
team included 6-8 junior guard
Grover Woolard with 10, 6-4
senior forward Jeff Hughes with
10 and 6-3 sophomore guard
Tommy Wade with six.
For the Gold team, 6-5 freshman Tom Leffler led the way
with 16 while 6-5 freshman
forward Eddie Williams of
Mayfield had 12 as did 6-8 freshman center Earner Calhoun
Mays of Gary, Ind.
Other scoring for the Gold
team included freshman guard
Dane Starbuck with six, freshman guard Paul Smith with four
and freshman forward David
Plew with four.
"Our fastbreak is going to be
better this year than it was last
year," said Racer Coach Fred
Overton after the contest.
"The Blue team had 24
fastbreaks and converted 20 of
them and had only two turnovers. The Gold team got just
four breaks and made three of
them."
Overton said he was very
pleased with the small number
of miscues in the game. The
Blue team had 10 and the Gold
team had 14.
"Last year, we'd make that
many in one half," Overton
said.
Overton said the Blue defense
was far superior to anything
Murray had last year. Overton
said the.two teams both played
pressure man-to-man defense.
"Our philosophy is to take the
ball and come out of there
flying. But if we don't have the
fastbreak, we're not going to
jack it up. The reason the score
was so low in the Blue-Gold
game was because both teams
were doing the same thing. Plus
if the Gold team couldn't break,
they would take their time and
try to work for an open shot."
The season will unofficially
open next Monday at 7:30 p. m.
in the Fielcihouse when the
Racers host Athletes in Action.
This past weekend, North
Carolina State nipped Athletes
in Action 83-82.
"They are going to be fought
to beat. I'm glad it's not a
regular season game," Overton
quipped.
FOOTBALL
ATLANTA-- West Virgihia
accepted an invitation to play
North Carolina State in the
Peach Bowl

Is Moving To The

Murray Barber Shop
South 12th Street
In the IGA Building
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Kentucky Lake
Bowling League
W
Team
33
Mutual of Omaha
20
Gene's Body Shop
20
Corvette Lanes
11
Hodge & Son Inc
Enix Interiors
26
Murray Applbuice
22
Colonial Breed
20
Rickman & Normality
20
Tesun No. 11
11
Murray Hospital
10
Ledger & nines
8
Blankenship of Ky.
8
I.G.A.SouthsWe
5
Alpha Kappa Psi
High Teem Gann(SC)
Corvette Lanes
Corvette Lases
ifituti ot Omaha
High Team Game(HD)
Mutual of Omaha
Rickman & Norsworthy
Colonial Breed
High Tema/ries(SC)
Corvette Lanes
Hodge & Sec
End Interiors
Team Series(BC)
ROA:man&
Ent: Interiors.. •
Mutual of()mobs
High Ind. Deentiltri
Garry Evans
AndrE3kins
Bobby Atkins
High Ind. Dank,rac)
Bobby Atkins
Andy Elkins
Virgil Dick
High Ind Sense(SC)
Evans
Virgil Dick
Ran Pace
High lad.false(NC
VirgO Dick
Boy Atkins
Ken teller
High Aivrages
Virgil Setter
Carry Evens
Osarti. Hargrove.
George Hedge
Lyman OWL
DickleHodet-

Also receiving votes were
Lone Oak,Symsonia and Heath.

Barber
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MN •n• ME Imo

Gene Roof, Benji Synboten ( a
Reidliuwi transfer) and guard
Russ Cochran.
Murray High, which finished
9-14 last year, returns a solid
nucleus as does Hickman
County.
Here are the results of the
poll:
47
1. Tilghman
46
2. St. Mary
36
3. Murray High
34
4. Hickman County
30
5. Carlisle County
25
6. Mayfield
18
7. Marshall County
14
8. Reidland
12
9. Fulton County
8
10, Lowes

Stafford Curd
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36, Hickman County fourth with
34 and Carlisle County fifth with
30.
Rounding out the top 10 were
Mayfield 25, Marshall County
18, Reidland 14, Fulton County
12, and Lowes 8. Lone Oak,
Symsonia and Heath also
received votes in the poll.
Tilghman,still involved in the
football playoffs, will not open
until early
the season
December when they meet
Murray High in Paducah on the
5th. St. Mary will face a rugged
test Friday when they play at
Carlisle County, which won a
tough 83-77 contest over
Calloway County last week.
Tilghman will return two of
its starters from last season's
team while St. Mary has back
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Joe Ford Captain
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) The Vanderbilt basketball team
has elected 5enior guard Joe
Ford of. Mayfield, 1C..„ Captain
for the 1975-76 season.
Ford averaged 13 Points a
game for Vandy last season.
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Pro Football At A Glance
By The Associated press
National Football League
National Conference
Eastern Division
W. L. .T. pci. PF PA
7 2 (1/.778 216 1U
S.Lou is
Wash
6 3 a' .667 228 136
3 0 667 230 186
6
Dallas
NY Gnts 3 6 0 333 145 194
Phil
2 7 0 221 115 199
Central Division
Minn
9 0 0 1 000 250 103
Oct.
6 3 0 667 173 159
Chic.
2 7 0 222 87 241
1 8 0 111 128 205
G. Bay
Western Division
L.A.
7 2 0 778 208 110
• 4 5 0 414 177 169
S. Fr.
Atl.
2 7 0 172 100 170
N. On.
2 7 0 212 105 243
American Conference
Eastern Division
W.. L. . T. Pts PF PA
7 2 0 778 266 138
Miami
Buff.
5 4 0 556 275 230
Balt.
5 4 0 556 169 210
N. Eng.
3 6 0 333 157 195
NY Jets
2 7 0 222 178 293
Central Division
Pitt.
8 1 0 889 252 105
Cinc.
8 1 0 889 202 140
7 2 0 778 190 122
Mous.
0 9 0 .000 99 267
Cleve.
Western Division
7 2 0 778 241 14)
Oak.
4 5 0 444 190 196
K.City
4 5 0 444172 221
Denver
0 9 0 000 97 221
S. Diego
Monday's Game
Cincinnati 33, Buffalo 21
Sunday, Nov. 23
Denver at Atian,a
New England at Buffalo
Cincinnati at Cleveland
Baltimore at Miami
St. Louis at New York Jets
Philadelphia at Dallas
New York Giants at Green
Bay
Detroit at Kansas City
Sari Diego at Minnesota
San Francisco at New Or
leans
Chicago at Los Angeles
Oakland at' Washington
Monday, Nov. 24
Pittsburgh at Houston, n
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CIA Official Making Try To Block Senate Report
WASHINGTON (AP) — An
anonymous former CIA official
is making another effort to
block publication of a Senate
ueelligence committee report
that names him as a central
figure in plots to kill foreign
leaders.
A hearing on his plea to halt

President Leaning Toward Approval
Of Loan Guarantees For New York

publication of the report until
his name can be deleted from it
is scheduled for today in the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the
District of Columbia.
Meanwhile, the intelligence
committee begins two days of
public hearings into what its investigators call 50 years of

"massive surveillance of law- mestic intelligence will be
laid more than 20,000 documents reabiding American citizens" by out in a public hearing."
biting to the bureau's countthe FBI.
The full extent of many FBI erintelligence program, CoinWASHINGTON (AP) — PresAttorneys for the former CIA intelligence gathering techident Ford is leaning toward witrattadviers also are recommending that loan guarantelpro, which attempted to
official argued in U.S. District niques, such as break-ins,
approving $2.5 billion in loan
has
tees be for a short term, the
rupt activities of such groups guarantees
Court on Monday that publica- been obscured by the
for New York City source said, but he
did not say
as the Communist Party, the but would
tion of his name would place practice of systematicallyFBI's
veto a larger com- how long a
deperiod.
his life in danger. Judge Ger- stroying sensitive docume
nts, Socialist Workers Party, black promise aid bill worked out behard Gesell agreed, but re- investigators said. Howev
er, nationalist, leftist and "white tween House Republican arid
Another White House source
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s the comporary restraining order, saytration sources say.
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Crossword Puzzler

In theSenate, Majority leader
Mike Mansfield of Montana
said he hoped to bring up an
aid bill and pass it before the
Thanksgiving recess -if at all
.possible." But he said he
doubted that was possible.

Moore Attorney To
Seek Trial Delay
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THIS GOV IS TRYINGTO "AKE A 'THREE-

FOOT PUTT

THE PHANTOM
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PARIS(AP)— Finished wJj
his life ea the r,ZidritYp
Cleaver headed back to the
United States today, expressing
confidence that what he considers a change in the mood of
America will assure him a fair
trial.
Cleaver's flight from Charles
de Gaulle Airport took off three
hours and 40 minutes late after
an Air France Caravelle
skidded across a runway and
blocked take offs. Cleaver is
due to arrive at Kennedy International Airport in New York
at 5:35 p.m. EST.
The former Black Panther

DRAP IN MAJ-i ARMS — AN'
YD/1-1- BE MINE TO HAVE AN'TO HOLD\
TH' END 0'TING-

Loretta's Flower
Shop
Now Open
11 mi.on east 94
474-2262

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE
LEDGER & TINS
DEPARTMENTS
ARE AS FOUOWS

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The National Weather Service
said improved dispersion conditions today should relieve air
stagnation over an area of Kentucky northeast of a Carrolltonto-Pikeville line.
The weather service issued
an air stagnation advisory for
the area Monday, effective until noon today. saying a stationary high pressure area was
causing the condition.
Nevertheless, the state Division of Air Pollution reported
air pollution levels remained in
the satisfactory range Monday
in five Kentucky cities.
Owensboro had the highest
index, 20, caused by carbon
monoxide. Other readings, and
major pollutants: Ashland, 19,
haze; NenPort,13.:
haze Paducah, 13, carbon monoxide; Lexington, 11, carbon monoxide.
unnoille, where a differet scale is used, the index was
69, in the unSittlafact(ey range,
with concentrations of carbon
monoxide and particulates.

News, Society and
Sports
753-1918.
Retail Display advertising 753-1919.
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Office
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and 753-1977
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loaner kissed hie wife Seedbr — I got a
and boarded the ledbise anoom- ing from atelegram this mornguy who said, 'Stay
panled by three FBI agents.
away from my house."
Cleaver was unnoticed in the
Cleaver was smiling, but his
crowd of American tourists.
wife, Kathleen, was more
He was flying to New York serious.
She said: "Eldridge
after seven years of exile, with wanted to
go back without gocharges of parole violation and ing to
prison. He sees that's not
a grand jury indictment await- going
to happen. He made up
ing him. As a fugitive, Cleaver his mind
that he'll go to prison.
ADVERTISING
is subject to arrest on arrival He feels
that the situation in
in the United States. He faces which
he is returning is one in 11:I All
display ads,
California charges of assault which he'll
be clearly underclessified displays and
with intent to murder.
regular display, must be
"I feel completely relaxed,"
Cleaver, who is 39, said he
submitted by 12 noon,
he said. "It's all happening sent his
children back to Amerthe
day
very naturally. Somebody must ica on
before
Saturday and his wife
publication.
know I'm coming in the States would
follow him later.
All reader classifieds
ust be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. ( AP)
Lynette Fromme's attorney
has asked that charges against
her be dropped because prosecutors withheld evidence he
says could prove she did not
try to kill President Ford.
Attorney John Virga accused
the U.S. attorney's office Monday of "willful suppression of
evidence" and said U.S. District Court Judge Thomas MacBride must at least declare a
mistrial if he refuses to drop
charges. The issue is a statement one witness made to po-
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Former Black Panther Leader
To Be Returned To Face Trial

From me Attorney Asks That
Charges Against Her Be Dropped
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Committee and
The Ledger
& Times
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Hog Market

0150
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lice that Miss Fromme deHeller denied that he had wilclared, "it wasn't loaded any- fully
withheld critical evidence,
way."
noting that Damir had told him
"They were actually in con- he
wasn't sure if Miss Fromme
tempt of court," Virga said of had
made the statement.
U.S. Atty. Dwayne Keyes and
He said 'Damir had told the
his assistant, Donald Heller.
FBI that Aiss Fromme had
"They were ordered to give said:
"It didn't go off. What
this information to me and they are
you worried about"
didn't."
But Heller agreed when quesMacBride recessed the trial tioned
by MacBride that he
until Wednesday to give Virga
would have wanted to -have
time to interview witnesses. He
Damir's police statement if he
said he would rule on the dis- was
the defense attorney.
missal motion then.
Police say Miss Fromme's
Virgil said he should have gun
contained a magazine with
been given a copy of state- four
live rounds. But a carments by James Damir at the tridge
had not been cocked into
start of the trial instead of last the
chamber so the weapon
Friday when the prosecution could
not have been fired.
rested its case.
Keyes and Heller are trying
Dauer, a Sacramento college to prove
that Miss Fromme
student, was in Capitol Park on though
t the gun could be fired
Sept. 5, the day the 27-year-old and
had pulled the trigger.
follower of convicted mass They
produced witnesses who
murderer Charles Manson al- said
they heard a click that
legedly tried to shoot Ford as sounde
d like the pistol's hamhe walked from his hotel to the mer
striking the firing pin.
state Capitol.
Secret Service agents say
they took a .45-caliber pistol
away from Miss Fromme after
she pointed it at Ford. A police
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
officer says Damir later told
him that he heard Miss The National Weather Service
Fromme say, "It wasn't loaded says scattered cloudiness preanyway," as she was being dicted for this evening should
not interfere with viewing of a
subdued.
Virga said Damir's statement total eclipse of the moon over
constitutes exculpatory evi- Kentucky.
The moon will be totally ecldence — meaning it tends to
prove innocence — and under a ipsed when it rises in the east
MacBride ruling should have northeast around 5:30 p.m.
been given to him before the EST, and should be visible as a
deep reddish object
prosecution began its case.
The moon will begin to
Damir testified before the
grand jury that indicted Miss emerge from the earth's shadFromme, but was not Called as ow at 5:45 p.m., and a partial
a prosecution witness during eclipse will be visible until
around 7 p.m.
the trial
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broadcasters, teed** or oppiked* fits omstroctiort pop
ell far •sew slawilard Wsu4
cast stades fey therren, Raw
stocky ea October 14, 1,17S. The
fuclss nrieeettel it. 1135
11111, 25II eons daytime, does
N. The prepped treawsinier
site hi mile last of fiterray, off
egfeeray N. appriranwely
ft. Seelik. lbs propesed tewer
I 111S ft. *era height show
emend, with Medi* being
Mc** ea See* 126 Street.
Ater, of the *piked* is en
fI. at Shaketford. Geode wad
Mune* Ace. SIM Maple
Street, Money, Lentecky, sad
is evallable for pubk inspwrise
dm* nem* basiases hews.

IT
;

3-1441
3-1821
34952
3-9332
cy...
3-5131
$3-4307
ifs.
34622
3-7588
,3-0929
4EED
i3-2288

NEW KIRBY VACUUMS
sold by dealers from other
cities will not be serviced
by Kirby Vacuum Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street.

MS

MCI

3 Caro Ot 1hanKs
I WOULD L1XE to take this
opportunity to express my
appreciation and thanks
for prayers, visits, food,
flowers and cards during
the recent illness and
death of my husband,
Milburn Adams. Thanks
to Bro. Jerrell White for
his comforting words and
to friends for their many
acts of love. My thanks to
you. Mrs. Vera Adams.

111111111M1115

1
94

MillEbOMP

Is

5 Lost And Found

113

FOUND ADULT female
dog. Part beagle. Brown
and white. Was found on
Nash Drive with seven
two day old puppies.
Owner call 753-4307 after
5:00 p. in.

WS

ond
'-1918
od 1-1919
Isploy,

FOUND YOUNG adult
male Gennan Shepherd,
with
brown
black
markings. Found on
Clark Street by Hales
Trailer Court. Owner.
Call 753-4783.

Psiness
be
3-1916

EXPERIENCED SERVICE station mechanic.
Must give references.
Apply in person only.
Hudson Texaco, 15th and
Main.

afieds
i by 4
iefore

BOOKKEEPER and Sales
Clerk, hours 8 to 4:30, 5
days, 8 to 12 Saturday.
For South Graves County
Feed Mill. Call 753-4001
after 7 p.

ur con-

MATURE WOMAN for
general office and phone
work. Experience not
necessary. Call 753-2428.

Join
The
Winners
Cirde
Want me eppertenity like pee
never hid in yew Met
to be MN•sewersey Mat
teaches pee I. earn mid loam u'
tke same thee/

WANTED SOMEONE to
sell Watkins Products.
Call 753-5550.
OPENING FOR General
office worker, must be
able to type, take care of
correspondence and
phone. Also needs to have
accounting
some
background. Mail resume
to P.O. Box 402, Murray.
ARE YOU INTERESTED
in a second income or part
time employment? Call
753-0034.
NEED SOMEONE TO stay
days, about 6 hours with
elderly lady. Very little
work. Call 753-4716.

I

If you're a
good driver,
Icon
probably
save you
money on car
insurance

The sooner you cell,
the sooner you see.
Ronnie Ross
210E. Main
Phone 753-0489
13 For Sale Or Trade
1970 FORD TORINO for
two ton truck or house
trailer. Call 753-7975.

14. Want To Bo
VENEER LOGS wanted,
white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
up.
and
diameter
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
15 Articles For Sale
WURLITZER SPINET
piano, nice. Excellent
condition. $400.00. Wicker
twin head board, $20. Two
adjustable metal bed
frames.$20 each. Call 4374153.

service. Call 7534655 or
753-7570 after 5 p.m,

Public Notice
A public hearing will be held November 24, 1975,
at 1:00 p. m. at the National Hotel. This will be the
final public hearing related to the preapplication
stage for Federal Funding Assistance under the
Community Development Block Grant Program.
All interested citizens are cordially invited to attend this, hearing. For further information concerning this hearing, contact the office of the City
Planner at the Murray City Hall Building.

4

GO CARTS, 3 models,
prices are 241.95, 277.95,
and 284.95. CB radios pace
model, 143. Sale price
128.88. Pace model 144,
sale
price
144.95.
Fireplace enclosures with
glass doors; antique
brass, black and brass or
polished brass finish,
88.88 each. Wallin Hardware, across from post
office, Paris, Tenn.
TWENTY BLUE Spruce.
,$20.00 picking choice. Call
753-2900. Tucker T. V.
Sales, 1914 Coldwater
Road.

38 Pets

SIDING,
ALLOA
Aluminum Service Co.
Call 4924647.
16 Home furnishings
3 PIECE OAK bedroom
suite, wash stand, dresser
& bed Aladdin lamp parts,
tri pot, shays & etc. and
old telephone piths.
Hubert Coles Antique
Shop, 492-8714.

Supplies

POODLE
SHOP.
Professional grooming.
All breeds. Pine Point
Estates, Eagle Creek
Road, 1 mile from
Buchanan Resort. Call
901-642-8977,

39 Poultry
m`fEAH -YOU AND GERALD FORD."

20 Sports Equipment
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2
bicycles 26" -,l0 speed.
Call 437-4570 or 437-4733.

PIANO IN STORAGE
flee Spinet-Cassels, stored
Repirted excellent.
Responsible person can take at
hig sew* sa km payment
babsece. Write M. I. A. C. Mir,
431 WON,Jepin, M. 64151.

24 Miscellaneous

Supplies

//-/B *j117619

1.4 Pte. I 44m
- 4.• num .44.4nmi
•
44.4.4r4 an•••• 4444,
4 44.144444

FAT DUCKS for sale.
Ready for Thanksgiving.
Also guineas. Call 4362405.

TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, full porch, private
yard, nice. 870.00 per
12 x 60, 3 BEDROOM all
electric, central heat, month. cati 753-8216 after
carpeted and furnished. 5.
Located conveniently in
Riviera Cts. Deposit 41 Public Sales
required. Call 767-4055
GARAGE SALE, furniture
after 6 p. m.
and glassware at Murray
Hobby and Handcraft, 512
NEW
CARPET,
3 South llth Street.
bedroom, bath and half,
partially furnished, 43 Real Estate

MEM

The Specialty Shop1 GAS STOVE. $75.00. Call
after 4, 753-6786.
is accepting applications for Part- MODEL TRAINS, Lionel
Time Employment.
and Ho Scale. Sales and
No Phone Calls Please

REGISTERED POLLED
Hereford bulls, 7 no. to 15
no. Also cows, bred and
open heifers. Call 901-2475487. Rex Robinson.

Opportunity for advancement,
fringe
benefits. For an interview call between 9
FIREPLACE FIXTURES,
a.m. and 5 p.m., 753- , also
dresses, sizes 11 and 22.
2654.
Musica
14. Coats size 14. Call 7536069.
washer, air cond. gas
8 Srrae 8.pi;,4,ngs
BACH TRUMPET, silver
heat. Ready for ocSAVE BIG! Clean rugs and
finish. Call 753-9364 or 753cupancy. 1 mile South of
upholstery with Blue
CUSTOM BUILT portable
6751.
Hazel Hwy. 641 call 901Lustre. Rent electric
storage buildings, green
247-3946.
shampooer $1. Western
hours, dog houses and
Auto, home of "Wishing PIANO TUNING, repair
bird houses. Hick's
Well Gift Shop."
Cemetery Road. Call 753and rebuilding, prompt 31 Want To
Rem
0964.
service. Rebuilt pianos
CAMPER TOPPER for
for sale. Ben Dyer 753LAND TO RENT for beans
long wheel base truck.
8911.
or corn. Call 489-2697.
Call 492-8646 before 6.

753-

MATURE LADY to keep
baby in my home. Must
have own transportation.
Phone 7514542.

Supplies

Another View

CHEMICAL OPERATOR. OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
Experienced
20" logs $14.00 a rick. 24"
chemical
plant operator, wanted
logs $16.00 a rick. Will
for immediate opening. special cut to your needs.
Prefer person with at
Call 436-2315.
least 3 years experience
as
Chemical
Plant
Operator. Only qualified CLEAN CARPETS the
safe-save and safe way
applicants should apply in
with Blue Lustre. Rent
person between 9 a. in.
electric shampooer. Big
and 4 p. in. at Vanderbilt
K, Bel Air Shopping
Chemical Corp. Route 2,
Center.
Box
54,
Murray..

6 Help Wanted

ads,
s and
ust be
noon,
efore

15 Articles For Sale

NEED TO RENT a room
by December 18. Please
call 767-4970 after 5.
WANT THREE room
furnished apartment for a
retired man and want it
clean and quiet. Near
Murray. Call 753-9308.

le 1111A5IP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753- IF YOU ARE vacating a
furnished one or two
0870.
bedroom
house
in
December, please call
TWO STORY oak log barn.
Gail. 8-4:30 at 762-3826, or
Excellent condition. Call
after 5 at 753-9767.
753-0870.

ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore
has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
841. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 7534162.

Welk is Roberts* Scheel from
/
2 baths
this three Wawa, 11
• centrel *. The large fee.
cad backyard provides for yew
ens... plower*. This is.
list* ki year WACO.
Rustic and reefed is Ibis few
bedroom Nestled kr private

MATCHING
GREEN
mewl* of terraced porde*,
couch, chair and rocker.
babblIng stream, and tell trees.
Good condition. $130. Call
This twe Wool beam is designed
FOR SALE majestic 32 A ' its For Rent
for hag with don, fireplace,
753-0412.
woodburning fireplaces.
rec is.., Ihtag end dining
Aluminum Service Co. MURRAY
rein.
MANOR
ONE KROEHLER sofa, 2
Call 492,8647.
Apartments, 2 bedroom,
floral chairs. All perfect
kers is is. is this Hine
unfurnished, except stove
condition. Call 753-2347.
heir**, brick with traitand refrigerator, water
1971 Vs TON Ford tranofetrentie Is. large hitch* inbill paid. Central heat and
• smission, radiator, 390
cludes bait lo reap mod
air conditioning. Start at
Fill POLL
refrigerator. Tim extra It
ql.E
intake and carburattr.
BULB as.0118MUKT011a MUNK
serreemiled by tell pines onakris
120.00 per month. Call 7531970 Ford Torino body for
exceptional
this
en
9662
Commercial Tweed 12 or
parts. One Chippendale
welee...$27,1100.
15 ft. widths, 22.99 sq.
*chair, lion head, back
yd. in cuts (or 2.75 sq.
claw feet. Call 753-4716. TWO BEDROOM apartThirty sass lost off 641, 5-6
ment, all carpet, disposal,
yd. in full rolls)
ewes I weeds, epproxiorwely
dishwasher,
range,
21 acres tileble...$15,000.
12 or 15 ft. Print $3.95 sq.
26 Do Rad o
washer, dryer hookup,
yd. in cuts (or 3.65 sq.
Wises las. &
central heat and air.
yd. in rolls)
23 CHANNEL CB, squelch
Real Estate
Patio. $150.00 per month.
libber lock Shag $3.95Across frem Pest Office
control, all crystals inCall 753-7550.
sq. yd. in cuts (or 3.65
Call 753-3263 Anytime
cluded. External PA jack.
sq. yd. in full rolls
Phone 753-6753.
Tack Strip (wood or conFURNISHED
APARTcrete) 14.85 box (or 5
MENT on Kentucky Lake CUSTOM HOMES built on
27 Mobile Home Sales
with electric heat and air. your lot, not pre-fab, no
cents per ft. in broken
WE BUY used mobile
140.00 through winter. down payment financing,
lots)
homes. Top prices paid.
Call 436-2427.
Carpet Mete 30' per ft.
Shell or completely
Saddle and Spur Trailer
(sold in 3-6-8-12 ft. only)
finished. Call 489-2726.
Sales, Paducah. Call 442- TWO BEDROOM apartGlee 34 gallon pail1918 or 443-8226.
ment unfurnished. Call QUALITY LIVING IN
$6-110 each
753-4331.
excellent location. View
Glee in gallon pail $2.50
12 x 70 FLAMINGO Manor,
from dining area, looks
each.
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
over lake and golf course.
Paschall I. Son's
BEDROOM
central heat and air, THREE
Four bedrooms, 3 baths,
duplex, $125.00. Call 753Carpet Sales
carpeted throughout,
brick veneer, central
left
Ilinno lt le MI Mime, ario
1651 before 5 p. m. after
refrigerator and stove,
electric heat and air,
ewe* Wit Plus 1101411114113
753-6086.
electric fireplace, unformal dining area, den,
derpinned, excellent
wall to wall carpeting,
17. Vacuum Cleaners
APARTcondition. Call 753-9816. FURNISHED
fireplace, patio and
MENT. One or two
double garage. Don't miss
ELECTROLUX SALES
bedrooms. Zimmerman
12
x
60
mobile
one. Call 753-8080 or
1973,
this
Riviera
and service. Call Tony
Apartments, South 16th
home, 2 bedroom, total
come by Boyd-Majors
Montgomery,
753-6760,
Street. MAN.
electric. Real nice. Call
Real Estate, 105 North
day or night489-2524 after 4:00 p. m.
12th.

33. Rooms For Rent

18 Sewing Machines
USED SEWING machine,
sews perfect, zig zag and
all regular attachments.
Full cash price $29.50.
Call or write Martha
Hopper 354-8619 or Route
5, Benton, Ky.
19 Farm Equipment'
FARM EQUIPMENT, lots
of odds and ends and
antiques. Call 474-8805.
1954 M FARMALL tractor.
In perfect condition Call
474-2321.
20 Sports f_quip,ment
197S DELTA 'PRO BASS
boat.86 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power
trim. Call 753-3932 or 7533226 after 4

1973, 12 x 65 SAVANNAH
mobile home, 3 bedroom,
total electric, all set up
and underpinned. Call
498-8419.
12 x 60 RICHARDSON, 2
bedrooms, 2 baths,
completely furnished,
custom draperies, central
air and heat, washer and
dryer, garbage disposal,
underpinned, patio,
located on perfect lot at
Fox Meadows. Excellent
condition, $5,500. Call 7538807; after 3:00 753-9765.

SLEEPING ROOM for
rent. Electric heat,
private entrance.
Refrigerator. Zimmerman Apts. South 16th
Street. Call 7534609.

34

R•,91

THREE BEDROOM house
with 2 bathrooms and
den, central heat and air
condition, garbage
disposal and dishwasher.
Carpeted throughout. Call
753-0226 after 5 except
Saturday and Sunday.

29 Mobile Home Riir
37. Liveolrir

Supplies

12 x 65 THREE bedroom
furnished. Washer and Foi RTEEN PIGS, 2
months old. Call 753-5251.
dryer
dishwasher
western decor. Appointments only. Call GENTLE RACKING mare.
Call 753-1456.
after 5, 767-2352.

43 Real [state

49

io t'

4

T

1941 CHEVY VAN, 6
ATTRACTIVE THREE cylinder, automatic, 11175
bedroom house on large VW Serico. Call 7534063.
wooded lot near Carter
School. Newly decorated 1957
CLASSIC Chevrolet
inside and outside. Large
truck. Custom seats, good
living room, dining room,
condition. 2325.00 firm.
bath, kitchen and extra
Call 753-4174.
large paneled den with
brick fireplace. Tappan 1972
FORD GRAND Torino
dishwasher, disposal and
PS-PB-AC, Am-Fm
electric range. Carpeting,
stereo, tinted glasscurtains and draperies
automatic-302 engine
included.
Monthly
$1750.00 753-2576.
payments are lower than
rent. We have this
reasonably priced at only 1975 DATSUN 8-210, radio
and air, 7000 mi., 39 mi.
218,000.00. Call John C.
per gal. Must sell. Call
Neubauer, Real Estate,
7534678-1688.
753-0101-7531 or Robert
Rodgers,
Associate
Broker, 753-7116 for appointment.
For Se
1970 FORD LTD station
wagon. Fully equipped,
FOR YOUR insurance,
chrome luggage rack.
Real Estate and Auction
A-1 condtion.
service, with experienced
personnel, contact
1969
CHEVROLET
Wilson's office at 202
pickup, must see and
South 4th Street, across
drive to appreciate. Can
from the post office or call
he seen el Usiversity
753-3263 anytime, day,
Geff, 1616 ead Gestalt.
night and holidays.

14. lots For Sale
CHOICE CORNER lot in
Sherwood Forrest. 120' x
200' $2500 Phone 753-0388,
after 6 753-4910.

46. Homes For Sale
THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regardingyour real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.
BY
OWNER. Three
bedroom brick, modern
home on one acre lot, on
Highway 299 between
Stella and Kirksey. Immediate possession.
Phone 489-2167.
FIVE ROOM BRICK, big
hall,
bathroom.
Remodeled. In old Almo.
Call 753-8953.

CARP-A-ItAMA Sales,
Coachman, Trail Star,
Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers. Y. mile seat
of II and 641 intersection.
Draffetrville, Ky. Phone
S27-7807.
ELECLICENSED
TRICIAN - Prompt et;
Melt service. No Job too
small. Call Erneet White.
753-0606.
M&B CONSTRUCTION
Ce.,landecaping, backboe
work, general hauling,
bush hogging, Call 4362540.
ELECTRICAL
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 4744841
or 753-7203.

1971 PLYMOVTH Fury,
Station Wagon, air, radio, AWNING, CARPORTS,
all power, 753-0683.
patio covers and enclosures. Aluminum
Service Co. Call 492-8647,,
1964 FORD XL, 750 Honda
Chopper, 17 ft. fishing
boat, 1957 Ford truck. Call MOBILE HOMES un435-4425.
derpinned. Your choice of
color and materials. al
1970 NOVA vinyl top and
753-1873.
factory air. Power. Call
435-4352.
WE WANT TO MAKE wet
basements dry. No
1968 BUICK SKYLARK, digging or pumping.
good condition. Call 753- Beaver water control
0428.
succeeds where others
fail. Guaranteed. Check
1966 CORVAEFt Monza, 4 our
methods
with
door, very good condition. satisfied customers. For
Almost new tires. Call free estimates contact
436-5624.
Morgan Construction go.,
502-442-7028, Route 2, Box
1965 CHEVROLET, ex- 490-A, Paducah, Ky.
cellent condition. Also 42001.
Kodak
M67
movie
projector. Call 753-7319. GENERAL BACKHOE
work.Gravel and top so&
1987 FORD CUMIN, 2
Call 436-6066 or 436-2306.
door sedan,stick shift and
over-drive. 287 h. p. SEE THE Great Energy'
Saver at Roy's Carpenter
motor. See at 802 North
Shop. South 4th Street.
18th.

HOUSE AND LOT, good
location in growing 1969 PONTIAC Catalina, 4 KIRBY Vacuum Sales and
Service, 500 Maple Street.
Kirksey, Ky. Excellent
door hardtop, power and
New
and
water, new pump, new
air $475.00. Call 753-9189
rebuilt
vacuums. Call 753-0359. 24
carpets, all electric,
or 753-8124 after 5 p.
Hour answering service.
furnished. $12,500. Route
1, Box 175, Kirksey, Ky.
Phone 489-2330.
1969 DODGE DART GT- WILL REFINISH your
318, automatic, also
refrigerator, choice of
47 Motorcycles
Remington
color. Pick up and
5mm
magnum with scope. Call
deliver. Satisfaction
an HONDA 750 priced to - 753-4762.
guaranteed. Call 7534363,
sell. call 753-8330.
7514586 or 753-9965.
971 OLDS 98, 4 door hard
top. 44,300 actual miles.
1975 HONDA 550, less than
EXPERIENCED PAINExcellent condition,
400 miles. Adult owned
TER will do interior or
and ridden. Call 753-0202. $2,000. Edgar Shirley, call
exterior work by the hour
753-3006.
or job. 753-8343.
KAWASAKI 450 MX. Call
50. Campers
753-3943.
LAKELAND CONSTRUCTION. Backhoe
22
FT.
FULLY selfFOR SALE, 1972 500
work in vacinity of 121
contained travel trailer
Kawasaki or take over
South and 94 South to New
1972
model.
Sacrifice
payments. Call 753-9629
Concord. Gravel, white
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
after 3 in afternoon.
rock and top soil
South 16th Street. Call 753delivered anywhere. Call
1973 YAMAHA MX 250, 3855.
Ross, 431-2505, open 7
excellent running condays a week.
51
Services
Offered
dition. Call 753-9168 or 4365370.
JOHN
HUTCHENS' )4 Free Column
1975 YAMAHA, 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
p.m.

Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.

SIX PUPPIES. Adorable,
fuzzy. Must find a home
for them. Call 753-6309.

49. Used Cars 1A.Trucks

HAVING TROUBLE
EXCELLENT 1966 Opal getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
and 1972 self-contained
Then call 7534614.
fiberglass camper. Buy
separately or- together.
CONTACT
SHOLAR
753-1566.
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
1958 T-Bird, one owner
NEW HOME North of
or trucking needs. Phone
Murray with 12 fine acres Montana car. No rust.
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354of land. Home has 3 New iires. All way above
8161 after 7 pm.
bedrooms, 1 large bath, average.
Drive
central heat and air, all anywhere. Priced to sell.
carpeted built-in ap- See Bob Cook, Hazel. Call GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears seamless gutters
pliances, formal dining 492-8165.
your
installed
per
rooms, call to view this
fine property today. 1970 T-BIRD, full power specifications. Call Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Moffitt Realty Co., 206
and air. AM stereo and
South 12th Street, 753tape. New radials. Call estimates.
3597.
753-8161.
For S.I. or
Trade By Owner
3 or 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
split level, on approx.
one acre lot. Fireplace,
attached
carpet,
garage, all built-ins,
double concrete drive,
2000
approximately
square feet one mile
from city limits, price
reduced
753-1566

CARPET CLEANING,
experienced, very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drfing.
can 7534837 or 7534818.

1963 BUICK, Electra.
Excellent condition. Call
753-Z53.

FREE TWO THREE
month old puppies. Mixed
breed, One is brown and
black and the other is
brown and white. Will
make gentle children's
pets. Call 753-7869.
FREE FEMALE adult cat.
Grey with dark stripes
and spots of orange
Beautiful and playful.
Call 7534994 after 4:30 p
in.
YEAR OLD MALE part
long haired Dachsund.
Child's pet. Call 4924646.

r Four Seasons Nursery
I

11...1

Hwy.641 N. in Alnio Heights

See solectisa ef FALL DOM still available.
1973 PINTO, 4 steel, extra
DWARF FRUIT TINES NOW ON SALE - Apple, Peed,
nice, yellow with black
stripes. Vinyl roof, Radial I Peer, Mew,Cherry
4isss.41;850. Ca11753-3717.
.Also,lest pessimid-sise selection el kb plarshops- trees owd all types

FOUR WHEEL drive, 1974 1 of evergreens
ehe'vy. P. S., a-c, and a. t.
foie leiulEicelie tidiness'
Call 247-8476 after 5,
Now Is The Time To Plain
Mayfield, Ky.
-Neema. -weemi
Low

*
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Three Elecied New Directors
On Murray County Club Board

I Deaths and Funerals I
Former Countian
Dies This Morning

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Erwin

facility cost's at $36,996, up
Mrs. Betty Jo Purdom, Dr. club's new bathhouse.
its original estimate
from
of
charge
in
Mrs. Sexton,
Joe Rexroat and Dr. Dick Stout
because of increased conreported
activities,
ladies'
were elected to three-year
struction cods and having to
Karl Irvan of Royal Oak,
The funeral services for Mrs.
terms on the board of directors completion of the new ladies'
meet specific plumbing and
apexpressed
and
lounge
Mich., died this morning at the Ora Erwin are being held today
a
at
Club
Country
of the Murray
code requirements.
drainage
parwho
those
of
to
native
preciation
of
was
age of 61. He
at one p. m. at the chapel the
general membership meeting
also reported
Buckingham
ticipated in the project:
Calloway County.
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
last night.
of
President Knight, Buckingham, the completed rennovation
Survivors include his wife, with Rev. Charles Morris and
the
and
rooms
locker
men's
the
Mrs. Lydia Blow Irvan, Royal Rev. Johnson Easley ofThey succeed Mrs. Venela A. W. Simmons, Jr., James
had cost $19,394
Oak, Mich.; daughter, Miss ficiating. Music will be by the
Sexton, Mrs. Lois Keller and Lawrence, Nannie Hewitt, ladies' lounge
of a poleconstruction
the
and
Lamb,
Lisa Irvan, California; two choir of the Martin's Chapel
Johnny McCage whose terms Evelyn Jones, Madelyn
on the
Betty Lowry and the treasurer, type equipment shed
sons, Phil li-van, New York, and United Methodist Church with
expire December 31.
for a
$1,464.79
of
cost
a
at
course
also
She
Shackleford.
Joe Irvan, Royal Oak, Mich.; Karen Coles as pianist.
Mrs. Purdom and Dr. J. H.
the
during
expenditure
W. A. Cunningham, Bud
five sisters, Mrs. Virginia
Rexroat were elected from a reported an active bridge and total
and
new
in
$57,855
of
year
the
under
year
Mrs.
One,
Ralph
Route
subluncheon
Dixon, Kirksey
Kemp, Boss Brown,
group of six nominees
facilities.
Lucille Weatherly, 613 Broad Robertson, Hillman Coles, and
mitted by a npminating com- leadership of Blanche Tit- remodeled
4.
projects,
Current
Patsy
Oakley,
Jo
sworth,
Ted
of
Street, Murray, Mrs. Nelle Horner Charlton are serving as
up
mittee made
Buckingham reported, include
Felix C. Perrin, center, is one of the many experts involved in the development of the East
Pace, Hardin, Mrs. Lois Jones, pallbearers. Burial will follow
Billington, Jimmy Boone and Miller, and Judy Carroll.
McCage, the membership a new roof on the clubhouse and
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Hoses two roll gift wrap with
contemporary designs A
beautiful wrap for all your
holiday gifts Each roll
30' • 60 iliguar• feet and
2- core
LIMIT 2

REG.
1.47

2-ROLL
GIFT
WRAP

Beautiful wrap
for all your
holiday gifts...

The only

true instant tree on the market Swings out of the new sell-storage box. pre-shaped with exclusive
"perma-lock" branches and ready to
decorate. Just one step . .. place the
pre-assembled top in position

788

ROSES SPECIAL PRICE

PINE
TREES

SWINGER
SCOTCH

7-FOOT

Pre-Assembled,
Pre-Shaped
From Stand To
Tip. In One Step...

SATISFACTION ALWAYS GUARANTEED

vory coiorep molded plastic Candelabra and base with
vory colored cord A full ten
ACM. in size Complete
mei bulb

ROSES 480
SPECIAL
PRICE

MOLDED
PLASTIC
CANDLES

Decorate
this Xmas
with...

28c

Beautiful bows make the
difference All you do is
lust stick them on
LIMIT 2

41'

SAVE

REG. TO sr

BOWS

ON

STICK

Pkg. of 25...

Unbreakable 24 inch .886-Christmas
balls Lovely Christmas colors to
choOle from. 18 balls per pkg

REG.
39c

SET

REG.
1.89

1 22

6-inch decorative cylinder ins candies
Setiresd with the fresh smell of bayberry

47°

SAVE

9-INCH
GLITTER
CANDLES

Bayberry Scented...

PRICE

PO
SL
SR
IA
CE
ES

MURRAY SHOPPING CENTER
Murray, Ky.

Al Perna available in large 11111111111. Meat Moms
weedabla la semi IWO& We resets Ma eget to
Be sold
ealltaalsolleasea di Nom AN speellels
WOW
es e

Flashing
Indoor
outdoor Nevis
or non-Mining 35 lite set U L
approved. rewith•rproot Indoor
or Outd0Or

248

SET

24C

"Set of 35" MINI LIGHTS

gummed seals.

One gift folder. 5 strung tags,
20 enclosure cards and 84

110 Pc. GIFT TAG SETS

ttios

"Unbreakable SATIN BALLS
REG.
148
1.99

Package of 2,000 strands
of mobilized icicles
LIMIT 2

• .r3-1.00 SILVER
ICICLES

PLEASE
NOTE...

SAVE
4.14

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

Plenty of Unadvertised
specials received too late
to be included in this tabloid. Shop for these bar... gains at your Roses store.

000king
Cover locks for no
Immersible cooking tray land grip pen
with cover that wipes Mr Hard so'lace to, easy Cleaning &Oils hat,
tii_rgers in 1 to 3 minutes

OOKERS
1374

PRESTO® BURGER

SHOP
EARLY

4
.
Due to the many outstanding savings offered only
limited quantities will be
available on certain Items.

3 ,-Ouart Crockery Cook Pot is
truly a working homemaker's
dream Safe to leave on all day
without fear of overcooking
Choose flame or avocado colors

COOK POTS

2-Quart Crockery
1
3/

..i.1.
•7.

Shapes and broils Juicy hamburgers...

I

Has 31 day, spring wind. Strikes on the
hours and half hours. Swinging pendulum
hardwood cabinet, walnut color with filigreed
gold spun dial. Elegant styling, rich antique
dials and hands

4995

ROSES LOW PRICE

by A larore'

CLOCKS

Wall And Mantle

Handcrafted hardwood cabinet with
rich antique dials and hands...

Sala Starts NOV. 19 Sala Ends NOV. 22

Holiday
Savings

A working homemaker's dream...

I 1/

LIMIT 2

•

70
Flicker Ladles Sleety Razor Designed to cut hair not skin Disposable aft., use
LIMIT 2

REG. SAVE
1.511 82c

Flicker Razors

Designed "Not to cut

Cooks five hot dogs In lust ono
mIndle Great for busy mothers
tam*/ vacations dorm students
Or parties

74

ROSES LOW PRICE

HOT DOG
COOKERS

Cooks five hot dogs
In a minute...

Set contains 1 qt puric,bow, 8 6
oz punch cups. 8 plastic .-inripers
and 1 plaStic ladle

99

ROSES LOW PRICE

PUNCH BOWL
SETS

18-Pc. Arlington

Ideal for parties
and gatherings...

April Showers Perfumed Talc, 8 5
OZ met wt.) Choose from the
lovely fresh smell of Bold Lemon
Persian, or reg April Showers

LIMIT 2

ROSES LOW PRICE

PERFUMED
TALC

April Showers,
Persian, or Bold Lemon

G.E.Magicubes for all X-type and
pocket instamatic cameras Buy
now for the holiday savings 3
Cubs. 12 hashes

1

47

REGULARLY 1.78

G.E.
MAGICUBES

For X-type and
pocket inatematics...

G E Flashcubes for all standard
flashcube Cameras Stock up now
and save 3 cubes. 12 flashes

990

LIMIT 2

REGULARLY 1.24

G.E.
FLASHCUBES

For allsiondard
Nashorbe centeras...

••••

•

157

PAIR

996

Wornens "Softee" Casuals in bronze.
black, navy, blue, and crimson reg.
Size ranges from 8 to 10. Design
from urethene material to give you
total comfIrt.

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

WOMEN'S
"SOFTEE"
CASUALS

Gives you total comfort
throughout your busy day...

Ladies etching panty hose with exciting
prints on the panty and tashion's loveliest
shades on the 41tg Sizes Dente to medium
a^d medium V) tall

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

LADIES
PANTY HOSE

Bright, vibrant print
design on panties...

Sensational selection of Famous
Name Brand ladies sweaters.
Super coordinating styles for casual, dress, almost anytime. Super
care-free fabric of orlon and acrylic. Fashionable colors in ladies
sizes small, medium or large.

SAVE TO 15.12

SMALL, MEDIUM,LARGE

SWEATERS

LADIES
"FAMOUS"
NAME BRAND

*
".,

REG.
77
3.50

2

96

Outstanding dress shoe with dresses
or pant suits Soft and flexible for all
day comfort Select beige ombre or
black patent In ladies sizes 6 to 10.

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

In Beige, Ombre Or
Black Patent Colors...

LADIES
SLINGS

Made for softness and
flexibility...

Ladies Lingerie Scuffs Rosette or Porn
Porn styles Sizes S,M,L and XL

SAVE
73c

LADIES
LINGERIE
SCUFFS

Combines delicate styling
with soft colors...

41 04

440more

A.

Si)

TOOL
BOX
ROSES LOW PRICE

CART
PLANTERS
REGULARLY 6.99

Traditional Early American
styled with mahogany stain_
Unique In style, rich-looking
in design. Ideal for artiffcial
or live arrangements.

Lightweight
Early American

Sturdy, lightweight tool box
with hand lift-out tray for
storing small tools, nuts,
bons, screws or nails
Toots not loocarchoei

46

Handy lift-out
tray...

circular saw with sawdust ejection chute that keeps
sawdust away from cutting line for better visibility. Bevel
and depth adjustments quickly and easily made.

D... 71/4"

For artificial or
five flowers...

D.

C.../
3
4" drill kit with drill, chuck key, carrying case, backing
pad, wheel arbor, 5 sanding discs, cotton buff, cushionedaction abrasive polishing wheel, and 3 drill bits.

speed jig saw kit containing jig saw, plastic carrying
case, rip fene, 4 assorted blades, and blade packet. Saw
has low speed for metals or plastics and high speed for wood

B... 2

variable speed drill with an "Acceleration" trigger that
delivers from 0 to 2500 RPM's. The farther you pull back the
trigger the faster the speed. Also good for driving screws.
Drill features drop cord, plug-in attachment in handle.

A... 1/4"

EACH

19

93

Your Choice....Only

...designed to give you
MORE VALUE for your money.

POWER TOOLS

Mack s Decker

;.\

411kft---1-

Adjustable rack positidns

Heating system shuts oft automatically Provides hot, motel shave
cream Uses 11 oz. or 6 oz. cans.
Has bracket tor wall mounting. CornDiets with cord storage area

?E?
16.47

-51

Super Shooter Camera with electric
eye Uses Polaroid Film type 88,
108, 107. 87 and Polacolor 2
Films Ideal gift that's sure to be
appreciated

SUPER
SHOOTER
CAMERA

SHAVING
CREAM
DISPENSER

3

Electric eye helps give
you more perfect pictures...

Glass Hurricane Lamps. Luxurious with
elegant floral print to accent the beauty of
your home Flts all room decors Buy •
pier and save!

4.21

SAVE

HURRICANE
LAMPS

GLASS

Elegantly designed to
add beauty to your home...

Heating system shuts off
automatically...

lamigmal

Takes most ,aiding brands of shaving
creams Dispenses hot, moist lather.
softens beards for a comfortabee shave.

22.95

9

09REG.

GILLETTE
HOT SHAVE
SYSTEM

brands of shave cream.

Takes most leading

277

4.06

FAMILY SIZE BAKER BROILER

23R

al.

Brews up to 8 cups. Warming
plate holds coffee at it* perfect
serving temperature for hours
Safety glass cont•Iner is dishwasher eats,

SAVE

COFFEE
MAKER

NORELCO®

Fast!Just 7 minutes
for a lull pot...

Heats up to 500°... Continuous Cleaning

Rotary Thermostat Control, heats up to 500'.
Continuous cleaning dissolves grease and
good splatters as they happen Top and bottom nesting eiementa. Easy slide tray rails

2931.2i

At the table or buffet style Just
cook and serve Measures 15.4"
o 103
4 Completely Immersible
/
Paisley preen or lemon yellow
colors

2.00

SAVE

COOKER
FRYER

Vista-Dome

Easy-clean, completely
immersible with detachable heat controls...

Truly, a wardrobe by itself. Three
styles of jeans, 1 skirt, or 1
jacket. All styles of 100% cotton "pre-washed" denim for
today's most popular look
in fashion. Blue denim
color with gold contrasting
stitching.
Sizes range from
5 to 16

PRE-WASHED JACKETS

REG.
14.99

92

JEANS OR SKIRTS

REG.
6.00

97

41

100% COTTON
PRE-WASHED
COORDINATE
GROUP
DENIM WEAR

basting stitching...

Popularpre- washocl
denim with gold con

A wardrobe
by ?t11...

Blue Jeans Gift Sets with the fresh
young fragrance that captures today's
casually sophisticated life style. 2 ff.
oz. cologne mist and 2 oz. (Net Wt.)
perfumed body powder.

BLUE JEANS GIFT SETS

Warm amber notes underscore and round
out this sweetly provocative blend...

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

CAFTANS
750

Ladies bears panties designed
wit?, dainty lace fronts Lovely
colors in block. red, bops white.
pink or blue in sags S S end 7

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

BIKINI PANTIES

LADIES 100% NYLON

Lace design front...

Ladles long caftans of Wun
ylon Designed Wel zipper beta
and onsade Ile On* etre fits ell
Aveltable at most Rakes Stores

FULL LENGTH

LADIES

Zipper back, Inside tie...

e...

Ling

10'176

Plynnwi
Wig. tra.
WOW wilit neckline Ina We Ira.
•1 Ka* W010 Liswinue Wen and
red colors a 100% /.1001. Mal
4vesi•bi• M AWN PIOOM 210
,
111,

geitoct V weraion•
wan nesnling Mew

REG.
3.93

00

3

LADIES WALTZ
LENGTH GOWNS

Sheer loveliness...

Four lovely styles delicately designed In
100% Nylon Select long travel sets long
ensembles (2 styles) or 3 piece mini
ensembles All styles trimmed •vith lace or
ribbon in an array of beautiful colors
Available at most Roses Stores

5.00

SAYE

Ladies brushed tricot sleepwear with
border prints S. M. or L saes In blue and
beige colors Long gown, dorm shirt, or
bunny patents styles Available at most
Roses Stores

our aattimg stylos Deratgn.
all +Masada awe.,aCh.l.n.
Squall neCk hnlia
UMW.
MOON.. Of V-neclaras
AN Wine made .n '00%
^lion Incal to. iong war
rand con•ion

00
REG.
5.93

"LADIES"
LONG GOWNS

600

100% Won WWII in Woe
S Id or L. Atiglleble
most Rowe SWIM

1.96

csea moon*
logs Wylie wan 1•011
Warned 10P and Sono.. or
owiwoo ono seetrow wino. SAVE

Lading Baby

REG.
6.90

500

BABYDOLL
LINGERIE

Lavished with tine lace...

BUNNY STYLE

LONG GOWNS .... 520
DORM SHIRTS ... 5"

LADIES TRICOT SLEEPWEAR

Soft and delicate brushed tricot with border print design...

4-styles In 100% nylon tricot...

L IES
100% NYLON
ENSEMBLES I
SIZE
RANGE
FROM 1
SMALL—MEDIUM-LARGE

Woman
Beautiful

Eve
Lov

Ilolit
Savings

Gillette Supermax Styling Dryer complete
' with five attachments Makes curls, dries hair
smoothly 650-watts of power to dry hair fast

REG.
19.94

74

SUPERMAX
STYLING DRYER

Complete with 5 attachments...

wo,ght and easy to handle

Three heat levels. 2 air speeds. Extra
wide nozzle for more airflow. Light-

PRO-MAX
STYLING DRYER

Lightweight, easy to handle...

11

Zoom n Groom Styler Dryer Zooms dry In mlnutes,
high air flow plus 700 watts Has two Way power
control Detachable cord.

REG.
19.94

1774
II

ZOOM fin" GROOM
STYLING HAIR
DRYER

Style for gentle grooming...

for your entire family

Power Pro Pistol Dryer has 1000 watts,
4 heat settings. Large nozzle for wide air
coverage. Hang up ring. Also has detachable wing-tip air contrator. Ideal use

Compact and easy to use Features dial heat
comfort control with 3 heat selections Filtered
air flows evenly throughout hood

82Rrili

HAIR DRYER

SALON STYLE

Unbreakable...

•

wime.

01
,

•

,
tt

21;15E,

77

POWER PRO PISTOL DRYER

Four heat settings...Large nozzle...

15

74,

7:25
Gillette Super Curl HMI adjustable heal control Dial a curl heat control Ideal to -touch up
single curls in a hurry

14

99

GILLETTE
SUPER CURL

Adjustable heat control..

Vagabond "pro-style" with 1000 watts of
drying power. Features styling nozzle, two
tan speeds, two heat settings

4 21

SAYE

VAGABOND
STYLING DRYER

Dries In halt the time...

'4

harztwgod stock Lover-action with
7-shotcapacity Pm hunter In your
family will enjoy owning a Winchelt44 rifle!

winihester 30-30 caliber rifle with

4

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

87

Winchester 30-30 Rifle

GM, him a rifle he can depend on...

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

With 4x Power Scope

22 caliber automatic carbine rifle with 1.
power scope. Automatic see loading acom 7-shot clip Uses long rifle
tion
shells' only Sturdy hardwood stock

SET

88

6

ROSES1
LOW
PRICE

22-Cal. Automatic Rifle

Get that young basketbaii star in
your ?Wily a backboard set that he
will entby practicing on or challenging hl4 friends on for hours and
hours. 46.inch x 35-inch pro-board
with '4-inch goal arid net.

BASKETBALL GOAL
AND BACKBOARD SET

Heavy construction, rugged design...

Set includes 88-inch long, 1 -inch
in diameter barbell bar, one 31inch revolving ribbed aluminum
barbell sleeve. two 15-lb., four
10-lb . and four 5-lb orbatron
discs, two outside cast iron collars,
six inside plastic protective rings,
hardware, and instruction manual.

SET

88

ROSES LOW PRICE

OLYMPIC
BARBELL
SETS

Make physical fitness an
important part of your life...

Bright plated handle bars with
white grips, streamlined tanks, full
length enameled fenders with white
accent stripes, and bicycle coaster
brake Also comes with adjustable.
removable training outrigger wheels

96

ROSES LOW PRICE

BICYCLE

ROADMASTER

16-INCH
JUNIOR

Convertible to boys
or girls model...

plated hi-rise handlebars,
chrome saddle braces and
many more features_

Boys 20-inch Runaway or
girls' 20-inch Debutante hi-rise
bikes. Both models have chrome

'
449

ROSES LOW PRICE

BICYCLES

HI-RISE

20 INCH

Sturdy construction
for long dependable
service...

599

499

A

447

A

Boy's Kodel and cotton pajamas in sizes
8 to 18 Full cut for comfort with button top
and snap close pants Pastel colors

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

BOY'S

Jr Boy's 100% Kodel polyester pajamas in
sizes 3 to 7 Fire retardant with snap close
pants and button top Handsome prints

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

JR. BOY'S

Men's Kodel and cotton pajamas in handsome
pastels. Fine quality fabric expertly tailored.
Button top and snap close pants. Sizes A-B-C-D

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

MEN'S

PAJAMAS

PERMANENT PRESS

Warm and comfortable...

Men's
polyester double
knit
leisure jackets in sizes 36-46.
100% polyester outer lining with
100% acetate inner lining. Two
front pockets, button cuffs, and
contrasting
stitching.
Navy,
brown, green, or gray.

97

ROSES SPECIAL PRICE

MEN'S DOUBLE KNIT
LEISURE JACKETS

Button cuffs ..contrasting stitching...

67

13.97

REG.

697

497
Kit contains 414 ft oz after shave lotion,
6-oz (Net Wt) shave cream, and 4-oz
(Net Wt (aerosol deodorant. Brown vinyl MO

REG.
6.50

TRAVEL KITS

OLD SPICE DELUXE

Zipper clutch side handle...

Mans polyester double knit
pants in sizes 28 to 42 Exclusive
molded Interlining with a nonroil waistband Front and back
pockets Back pocket buttons

DOUBLE KNIT PANTS

MEN'S POLYESTER

Exclusive molded Interlining...

some selection of prints from which
to choose

medium, large. or extra large Button
front with two button sleeves Hand-

sleeve printed 'shirts in sizes small.

Men's 100% texturIzed poiyester long

ROSES LOW PRICE

MEN'S PRINTED SHIRTS

10

0011‘*

•0'
44
dor
,•••
extur z a polyester...

111

EACH

00

for maximum sleeping comfort...

IS

Quilted Taffeta Comforters. Fits
full or twin size Blended for
maximum isleeping comfort and
warmth. Flashionable print top.
Solid coiot co-ordinated bottom.
Reversible for versatility

NOSES
WICIAL
PRICE

7

COMFORTERS
67

72X84" Quilted

Blend

Seeect chicks or wilds with lam design Measures 52.70"
Total easy-care. Wipes clean in a litfy No ironing necessary
Colors in WI, green, or white.

REG.
2.99

TABLE CLOTHS

52x70 Inch "VINYL"

Designed with soft flannel back...

First quality regular
size
blankets. Select 100% acrylic
or 60% polyester and 40% SPAM
acrylic blends. Select rich- niece
looking solids or delicate
prints, all with nylon binding.

BLANKETS
87

Solid or Print Design

All "first quality" with 100% nylon binding...

Colors in white, gold, avocado, or blue.

ROSES

SPECIAL
PRICE

744

Pre-shrunk, machine_L washable and
dryable. Made of' 100% Dupont
Dacron* Polyester. Contains 121"X32" bath rug., 1 — 21"X22"
contour rug, lid cover, tank cover,
and tank top.

ROSE8
SPECIAL.
PRICE

SET

744

ENSEMBLES

Five Piece Bathroom

Rugs with non-skid waffle backing for safety...

Rich-looking Toledo bedspreads in twin or full sizes.
Blends of 73% cotton and 27% rayon with woven
sculptured design and fringed edges. Choose solid

TWIN OR FULL SIZE "TOLEDO" BEDSPREADS

-414
Rich-looking solid colors with woven sculptured design...

SAVE
13.05

1

FDC-1077

. PRICE

ROMS

69"

24 now reaka-up Wats..
AM ancl PM daMendllan. 50
rYsInuie gimp to musk Walnut man mt0 charcoal

2.10

SAVE

29t1

2,000,000 Electronic FM-AFC/AM DIGITAL
CLOCK RADIO
CLOCK RADIO
10094 maid Ma* alanarank
cluck and FM-AfC/AM reso gook Inowanaml
cw4a4te. tadanasaand
Many many TOM Maur.

ORDS
RICLUDED

AN
TD
APREE9CT.

aposteara, bulll A AC
cord an0 lelescolac304
onlarrna

REG.
*99

88°°

"
1
8
15.97

Femur. roam raw* lnclicalto lInparttp Wrung
.4.0 no., 3- Fla aral
nac mania" BuIll a AC
oprg

Radarsweep indicator...

REG.
$97

88

AM PERSONAL
PORTABLE RADIOS
097
lui2

111,06

FIAIMAlRA Stereo MPX. stet
buiti-in 11-treek carlrldge laps
Pieta MO walnut veneered
wood Malle4304 Complete with
2 Ito etspensron 10301011141

FM/AM/FM STEREO MPX
And 8-TRACK TAPE PLAYER

Automatic, manual program change...

FM-AFC/AM PORTABLE
RADIOS
nos IMaecorM tmilat
,
c2
74
,..nrarypu
voluntow
n.

•
.44..

FM/AM/FM STEREO
MULTIPLEX

eqzj-g a I

autometic lullFM/AM/FM Stereo Multiplex with
size phonograph with attrective walnut veneered wood
with two Si'
Complete
protection
Hinged dust cover for
suspension speakers

C322-55

Telescopic Fill antenna...

System with FM/AM/FM Stereo MPX, automatic BSR fullsize changer and built-In 8-track tape-player. Music center
complete with 2 alr suspension speakers, rolling cart and
stereo headphones

REG.
$163

MUSIC CENTER

HOME ENTERTAINMENT

System complete with radio,8-track player,
built in record changer plus rolling cart...

Wake to muslc...Sieep to music...

88

54eitt

111111111111111111101111
u24" hour automatic wake memory..

Has side controls for volume, balance and MIranee tone,
tiers end preamplillera .
ononoteux. inputs, plus
TOgli Complete wan 2 sk
suspendon speakers_

8-TRACK STEREO
PLUS SPEAKERS

Built In amplifiers and preamplifiers...

CD10-55

14995

Home Entertainment Recording System Iselutine 041/
AM/FM Stereo MRX, 5-track tape recorder/player,
•utometic 88R MI are change, duet oover. 2-dynamic
microphones and 2 air suspension speakers,

REG.
162.97

Home Entertainment
RECORDING SYSTEM

Orlialrat

"Mr?

uc
OT
AIL

PRICE

ROSES
SPECIAL
MICE

=att.pmci

43OO

Four :
ns
.y o
pt,
or with solid stet*
arid telescoping an- Nous
orntti
oontroiled HOurs gpiciAL
tonna
of fun tor everyone
PRIG'
tilledel:7-4111A

lip SET

Detachable 4" dynamic smelters.
automatic or manual sequencing,
program indicator it plus room
AC or auto/boat snap*, included.
Model 31-81111

Model 53

ROSES
LOW
PRICE

36"

ROSES
SPECIAL

SOUS

2488

6972

'q40.1

SPECIAL

4
i
6

A conoeele seusellen 50
oasis. cskaarefier. I OS
Wary AC reerstor Anyi
st On
carton, car.
pre no.

Ial.'

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

76

\‘,
NOVUS WHIZ KID
CALCULATOR

Medet 7-2753

liStilnIng

Automatic rolurrie control, builtferrite rod antenna, VA"
dynamic speaker Earphone and
earphone Jack for personal

in

SPIRIT OF"76" AM
MINIATURE RADIO

2374

7SPUWU2

IS,' C.ountp, uultat wren
w. Paw. strump
sltav
,r7L2 hnuornowd
a cowl •vntorean

LOW
PRICE

nous

1988

GS2 COUNTRY
GUITARS

Model 7-2515

FNMA... A IF tYMIKI
cur tor Orr Orlon
seleclivity telescoptc trip
armors kw FM. Writs
me tor AM Earphone
tnskorol

Miniature RADIO

AM/FM

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

AM/FM COMPACT
PORTABLE RADIO

Buflt-in AFC or FM. vertical sliderule Mal with Vern*
,toning, 2-wey
power automatically switches from
DC to AC_
▪
7-211118

Meal 1-4141

Automatic Volume Control, slide rule
radio dial with FM/AM band indicator, built in AFC on FM reduces SPECIAL
drift. 4" dynamic speaker.
%SIGN

Compaclin size, moderate in price...

AM/FM CLOCK RADIOS
54

Built-In kyr*,rod antonna...

MICE

'num.

74

VANITY FAIR
RECORD PLAYER

Rotary mums control Accidental erasure prevention Sway power capability %WOOFS
control dynamic miceophone
and Wand.
aSedel MON

CASSETTE
RECORDER PLAYER

sum snorer eV
RSA tur wads Poosorsso
"et Co•••..s. fell, 2

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

PORTABLE 8-TRACK
STEREO PLAYER

Model 7-4415

W.• to move( of slat rn,
features 4,nch dynamic
stallakair, AM, FM, with
50111.10 AFC on FM,
automatic roiume contr. and far011. Easy-Iowa numwals

Digital Clock Radio

Has accidental NUM prevention•••

4187

"FOUR TRANSISTOR"
WALKIE-TALKIES
074

Model Wise

Yoe comae ElsoilAstt
coAslOors sorrtroo•
Aorsolle 000-0AtOPO
rot off roomer root
Ostorr

era 5 ckantkalone

RECORDER

CASSETTE

FM/AM pew TV sound from channels
2-'3 (WW). Side-rule reviler hiring
ne
auift-In AFC on FIA Switches front
benense lb AC when Plugged in,
Ueda! 7-11SIS

G.E. AM/FM TV BAND
PORTABLE RADIOS

lawdel 7.42111

Eff5Y40-4ead clock face. Wake-tomusit control Four inch dynamic
speakers. Automatic volume control.
Solid State Circuitry

AM CLOCK RADIOS
488

Solid state circuitry...Plays Instantly_

Cook, Serve, and Store...

With the look of hand carved wood...

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

SET

2A97
1-qt sauompan, 1
qt covered saucepan, 2-gt covsaucepan, and • separate
deistic oover Solos of life or
Country Festival patterns.
amprit:"CICIAESt.

4397

A charming and elegant addition...

ered

Sr Include*.

Colonial Antedate

Four Plow Careeter Sets
which Includes two large
round cennleters, two small
Canfiltere Mgt plot decoration on Peet Sturdy meta

1151:..,

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

SET
2
78

baseirEVERAGEN.SETS.

long

8 oz. beverage set, 9-oz. on-therocks set or 121
/
2 oz. beverage
set of Heavy Base Tumblers of
smooth clear glass. Sets of 12

Heavy

Set contains 13 oz Luttran• Tumblers
stacking cups with man size handles, 10dinner plats, 17 or_ soup and cereal bowls
Also a lovely selection of patterns to choose

Rea.
5.99

fork and spoon

mous

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

.... '7(.0,,

9-Piece Early American Style
Salad Sr Sr consists of
salad bowl. 2 cruet$. sail
pepper shakers, leach plastic

Stainless Steel...

497

ROSES
SPECIAL
PRICE

Cossoloo obsess lstrOr Woo mese woe
mi Or Wa phew ewe.
tees Sam Meeks
Mode of Motto*.
stool 0.41.0•11.

1.02

SAVE

4

11-aor1 loolso. It tro
Or Omits 8 rust
WO.. t• torroono
8 roar 51.1•5 1
bow Miele t WWI
sissll Servos otrO

1

PRICE

sTicht.

:0

PRICE

KNIFE SETS TABLEWARE BUN WARMER
97
8
99

Ebony handles...

11-Piece Tad* Service Sr of Early
American design Sr consists of
creamer, salt & pepper shaker, butter
dish with cover two cruets voth stopper

45-PIECE DINNERWARE SET 11-PIECE TABLE SET 9-PIECE SALAD SET
597

Features quality"break resistant" beverage ware...

Consists of 10" fry pan,5 qt. dutch oven
with cover that also fits 10" fry pan, 1 qt.
saucepan with cover, and 2 qt. pan &
cover, Porcelain with stainless steel
rims. 2 patterns.

7-PIECE COOKWARE SETS CORNING® TRIO SET 4-PC.CANISTER SET

Features permanent fade-proof patterns...

Easy Blike oven. Has safe baking chamber.
Bakes with 2 ordinary 60 watt light bulbs.
Compith with Betty Crockere Easy-Bake
Devils rood Cake mix, yellow mix, chocolate f ge frosting mix_ Safety features
built in

2.03

SAVE

WITH CAKE MIX, FROSTING,

EASY BAKE OVEN
AND PANS

Saki baking chamber... and pan pusher...

"Straw Hat ROCk"Trap Drum Set. Set
includes 20" Bass Drum, 8" Snare Drum,
6" Tore Tom, 9" cymbal with amplifying
wood Sound Blocks.

1.19

SAVE

VIT7

POI • mift
ottlin
,
ver

Black or white Baby Alive. 16" doll that
eats, drinks and feels soft like a real baby.
Has diapers, food feeding dish, bottle,
and spoon. Battery operated.

1.97

SAVE

BLACK OR WHITE BABY ALIVE

She really eats & drinks...Feels soft like a real live baby...

Etch-A-Sketch Magic Screen by Ohio Art gives
the entire family hours of tun. Just turn knobs and
it prints, writes, and draws anything you make it
do. Sturdy plastic frame design.

Protector plastic ... and sturdy plastic frame...

Li'l Tot Trainer Horse is a walker with safety
saddle seat, protective bumpers, and free
rolling casters. Converts into a spring horse.

LI1 TOT TRAIKR HORSE

Grows up with your child, fully a !Listable height...

Pump the tower, hear turbo sound, release
the lever and see each gleam machine perform Intricate stunt maneuvers. Set contains
Turbo Tower of Power, TTP Ultra Chrome
Racer, ramp section, and decals.

Create -beautiful pictures with hundred* of
glowing peps in eight brilliant colors. Do
diagramed pictures or let your Imagination
go wild. Complete with light bulb, socket
and cord, 2 peg plates and 400 pegs

SAVE
1.47

"Electric" LITE BRITE SETS

)
Create brilliant"ftalift""1414"1".1"4"6
pictures with light..."
1""ailft

The power is in the tower. No batteries needed. Just watch
TTP cycles perform like the pros. Each cycle complete with
Wild Rider. Set contains Turbo Tower of Power, TTP Cycle
and curved ramp section.

SAVE
1.01

587

SAVE
1.01

TTP TOWER AND CYCLE SETS TTP TOWER And CAR SETS

The power is In the tower...No batteries needed

/
2".
required, measures 27"x13"x201

paddle wheels and 2 manual score Indicators. No batteries

Lets you enjoy and experience the thrills of a truly challenging game. Features dual flippers with ringing bell, turning

Table model featuring dual flippers with ringing bell...

Holiday
Savings

